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Moschovakis (1984, in “Computation and Proof Theory” (Y. Richter et al., 
Eds.), Lect. Notes in Math. Vol. 1104, pp. 289-362, Springer-Verlag, Berlin) raised 
a question: to find a “logic of recursion,” related to “recursion structures” as 
denotational models of the language of recursion investigated in the same paper. 
We give a positive answer to this question. The “logic of recursion” presented in 
our paper is a first-order many-sorted p-logic (cf. Girard. (in press), “Proof Theory 
and Logical Complexity,” Vol. 2, Bibliopolis, Napoli), modified in order to deal 
with function symbols interpreted as partial functions, and extended with the 
operators I (abstraction), R (recursion), I (iteration along the ordinal numbers). 
The operators 1, and R are already present in Moschovakis’ languages of recursion. 
The use of the operator I together with first-order many-sorted b-logic is needed for 
obtaining the completeness theorem. cc) 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The following question is raised in (Moschovakis, 1984) p. 355), under 
the name “a logic of recursion”: 
I f  M is a class of recursion structures of signature B, and t is a term of boolean 
sort of the language REC(a), put 
wl=t iN for all d in I6 and e E ENV,d VAL,(e, I) = 1. 
We would like to find natural axioms and rules of inference which prove K k t 
when this holds, at least for special cases of Q6 and I.” 
The logic of recursion presented in our paper provides a solution of 
this question. (Moschovakis, 1986) suggests another solution, but refers 
essentially to the intentional semantics introduced in that paper. The logic 
of recursion deals with a denotational semantics and can be of interest in 
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theoretical computer science and mathematical logic from two points of 
view. 
The first point of view is that of semantics of programming languages, 
computability in data types and generalized recurson theory. 
There exist strong connections between the various classes of programs 
and the different approaches to generalized recursion theory (Sheperdson, 
1985; Trakhtenbrot, 1976): procedural programs and Harvey Friedman’s 
finite algorithmic procedures; applicative programs and Platek’s index 
free approach further developed by Moschovakis and Feferman. A 
computational approach to first-order inductive definability is presented in 
(Hare1 and Kozen, 1984). We consider essentially Moschovakis’ language 
of recursion (Moschovakis, 1984, 1986) augmented with an iteration 
construct for obtaining a completeness theorem for our logic. 
A systematic treatment of total continuous or partial functions and 
functionals is present in Kleene-Kreisel countable (continuous) functionals, 
fixed points of partial monotone functionals as iterations up to some 
ordinal number, and recent developments of denotational semantics of 
programming languages (Plotkin, 1985). Fixed points in algebraic 
structures are widely used in Computer Science (Guesserian, 1987). We 
deal with nonstrict evaluation of terms (programs) and least fixed points of 
functionals obtained as iterations along ordinal numbers. 
The issues related to software development, in particular the distinction 
between (high level) specifications and (low level) programs is somehow 
related to the level of constructivity assumed in the various generalizations 
of recursion theory: according to Moschovakis, algorithms are constructive 
relative to givens and what is given at a specification level cannot be at a 
programming level. Unbounded nondeterministic programs suggested a 
more liberal notion of computability in computer science (Chandra, 1979), 
higher types (Broy, 1986; Poigne, 1986; Moeller, Tarlecki, and Wirsing, 
1988)) and inlinitary terms (Tarlecki and Wirsing, 1986) are considered in 
algebraic specifications, and admissible sets are considered in [Dalhaus 
and Makowski, 1985; Goncharov, Ershov, and Sviridenko, 1986). 
Moschovakis’ approach has already been proposed for finite data types 
and logic programming by De Rougemont (1987). 
The second point of view is that of logics of programs and extensions of 
firs-order logic. 
Based on various classes of programs, a wide range of logics of programs 
have been presented: Hoare logic, dynamic logic, algorithmic logic, logic of 
effective definitions, and p-calculus. In our logic of recursion, programs are 
expressed as terms, the definition of which corresponds to the termination 
of programs, properties of programs are expressed as atomic formulas 
corresponding to an equivalence of programs and by formulas obtained 
from the atomic ones by the usual classical connectives and quantifiers over 
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“basic sort” variables (corresponding to the “givens” of the programming 
languages), and ordinal number variables. Related approaches concerning 
logics using ordinal numbers for proving the termination of programs are 
(Apt and Plotkin, 1986) and references in that paper. Scott-Milner’s LCF 
and Plotkin’s proposal of logic for partial A-calculus capture higher types. 
By using usual first-order finitary logic, well-known limitative results 
give the impossibility to characterize the termination of (recursive) 
programs by considering computation structures isomorphic to the 
standard model of arithmetic (for sequential deterministic programs). This 
suggests separating the research done in logics of programs into two main 
approaches. One approach retains tinitary logic and deals with relative 
completeness in the sense of Cook, arithmetical completeness, weak 
second-order logic with specific comprehension schemata (Leivant, 1985), 
nonstandard time semantics (Makowski and Sain, 1986). Another 
approach deals with infinitary logics essentially based on o-logic or YU,, 
or YUlw, (cf. Back, 1981; Mascari and Venturini, 1985; Meyer and Tiuryn, 
1984; Rasiowa, 1982). We extend this approach by considering Girard’s 
B-logic as a basis for our logic of reckon, in which no limitation is given 
on the level of ordinals w.r.t. which fixed points are computed. 
As o-logic is a natural basis for the logics of programs characterizing 
their sequential deterministic or finitely nondeterministic behaviour, 
analogously p-logic (cf. Girard, 1981, in press) can be considered as a 
natural basis for logics of specification (of algorithms, in the sense of 
Moschovakis), and for logics of programs involving well-founded infinitely 
branching computation trees. 
The paper is organized in two sections. The first section deals with 
structures and languages for the recursion: first we consider Moschovakis’ 
approach and reformulate his question on logic of recursion ( 1. 1 ), then we 
develop our framework (1.2~(1.6) needed for obtaining the completeness 
theorem, finally (1.7), we compare Moschovakis’ approach to ours. The 
second section develops the /?-logic of recursion (2.1k(2.2) with the 
completenes theorem (2.3): our solution of Moschovakis’ question is 
obtained as a corollary (2.4). 
1. STRUCTURES AND LANGUAGES FOR THE RECURSION 
We modify Moschovakis’ “recursion structures” and “recursion 
languages”: recursion languages are replaced by particular p-languages 
(the A-R-Z-languages), and recursion structures are replaced by particular 
b-models (the (strongly) standard A-R-Z-structures), essentially in order to 
express the iteration of partial monotone functionals. 
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1 .l. Moschovakis’ Recursion Structures 
In this paragraph we briefly give basic definitions and properties concer- 
ning the recursion structures and languages of recursion, introduced in 
(Moschovakis, 1984) and now adapted to our purposes without losing the 
main characteristics of Moschovakis’ proposal. 
Among the Moschovakis’ “recursion structures,” we select a large sub- 
class, the “simple recursion structures”: 
- the “signature” of such structures is “simple,” i.e., compound sorts 
of the form (HS) are not allowed and some distinguished function(al) 
symbols are required, in particular, the functional symbols AP~,,,,~~,~ 
(“application of . . . to . ..“) (Definition 1.1.4); 
- the interpretation of the distinguished function(a1) symbols is the 
“standard” one, in particular, the interpretation of Ap,,,,,,,,, is just the 
“application of the partial functions-belonging to the interpretation 
of the compound sort (so, . . . . s, H s)-to appropriate arguments” 
(Definition 1.1.5). 
When we consider simple recursion signatures and structures, we can 
replace Moschovakis’ “languages of recursion” (in which there are 
“variables for partial functions”) by a variant in which variables of a com- 
pound sort are not considered as function variables (cf. Definitions 1.1.6 
and 1.1.7). 
Other minor terminological changes are made in the Moschovakis’ 
definitions, so that we first recapitulate (Definitions 1.1-1.3) that which is 
relevant in the following. Finally, we reformulate the Moschovakis’ 
question and discuss it in order to introduce our solution. 
1.1.1. DEFINITION. (i) If X,,, . . . . X,,,, X are sets, then lP(X,, x . . . x 
X,, X) is the set of all the partial functions from X,, x . . . x X, to X. 
(ii) If X0 ,..., X,, Y0 ,..., Y,, X are sets, f~ P(X, x ... xX,, X), 
ge wyox .a. xY,,,X), (x,, ,..., x,)~X,,x ... xXm, and (y,, ,..., y,)~ 
Yox *.* x Y,, then 
f(x 0, . . . . x,) = gh, . ..T YJ 
iff the following holds: 
if f (x0, .-, x,)1, then dy,, . . . . y,)l and f (x0, . . . . x,) = g(y,, . . . . y,) 
if g(h, . . . . YA then f (x0, . . . . x,)1 and f (x0, . . . . x,) =g(y,, . . . . y,,). 
Thus f (x0, . . . . x,) N x with x E X implies that f (x0, . . . . x,)1. 
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(iii) If X0, . . . . X,,,Xare sets andf,gEP(Xox ... xX,,,X), then 
(iiil) f&g iff the following holds: for every (x,, . . . . x,) E 
X,x ... xX, and every xeX, 
if f(x,, . . . . x,) 1 x then g(x,, . . . . x,) N x; 
(iii2) f=g ifffcg and gcf: 
(iv) If f~tP(X,x ... xX,x Y,x ... x Y,,X) and (x,,...,x,)E 
X,x ... xX,,,, then 
f(x 0, . . . . x,) 
denotes the partial functioG( Y,, x ... x Y,, X) such that for every 
<Y 0, ..*, Y”)E Y,x ... x Y,, 
f(x 0, .'.> -%A(Yo, -..> Y,) -f(xo, ..., x,, Yo, . ..> Y,). 
(v) If X0, . . . . X,, X are sets and f~ P(X, x . . . x A’,, X), f is a 
functional iff for some i < n, Xi is a set of partial functions. 
(vi) IffEP(X,x ... xX,x Y,x . . . x Y,,X) and X0, . . . . X, are sets 
of partial functions, then f is monotone iff for every (fo, . . ..f.), 
(fo, . . ..fh) EXOX ... x X, the following holds: 
if fi cfi for i = 0, . . . . m, then f(h, . . ..f.) sf(fb, . ..X.A. 
1.1.2. DEFINITION. Let f be a monotone functional E P(P(X, x ... 
xx,,x)xx,x ... x X,, A’). For every ordinal number /A we define the 
partial function f” E P’(X, x . . . x X,, X), the pth iteration off, with the 
property that for every v < ,u, f” of Ir. 
(x0, . . . . x,) E x 
0 
x (i) f" is defined by: f”(xo, . . . . x,)1 for every 
. . . XX". 
(ii) Suppose f P be defined and for every v < p, f” E f Ir. Then 
f fl’+‘=f(f”). 
(iii) Let p be a limit ordinal. Suppose that fy is defined for every 
v =CP and for every v’ < v < pf” E f ‘. Then 
f’= u f’. 
V<P 
1.1.3. PROPOSITION. Let f be as in Definition 1.1.2. There is an ordinal 
number p such that for every v >, pf p =f “. Therefore we can define 
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(i) CL(f) = the least ordinal p such that for every v 2 p f fl = f “; 
(ii) f m =f cL(/). 
Moreover, if g E lP( X0 x ... xX,,,X) andf(g)=g, thenf”cg. 1 
1.1.4. DEFINITION. (T is a simple recursion signature iff CJ = (S,, F, ), 
where: 
(i) S, is a set of symbols (the “sort symbols of 6,” or the “sorts of 
a”), such that: 
(il) S,=B,uC,, B,nC,=@; 
(i2) B, is a denumerable set and contains a distinguished element 
bool; the elements of B, are called “the basic sorts of a”; 
(i3) C, is the set of all the configurations 
(so, -.*, s, H 31, 
where (so, . . . . s, ) is a nonempty sequence in B, and s E B, ; the elements of 
C, are called “the compound sorts of a”; 
(ii) F, is a set of pairs of symbols (4; a) (where # is called a 
“function symbol” and a “the arity of #“), such that: 
(ii 1) if (4; a) E F, and (4’; a) E F, then 4 and 4’ are different 
symbols; 
if (4; a) E F,, then a is a configuration of one of these forms 
(8) (so, . . . . s,, sb, . . . . s:, ++ s), 
where s E B,, (so, . . . . s, ) is a sequence in C,, and (sb, . . . . sl ) is a sequence 
in B,; 
(ii3) (0; (boo/)) E F, and (1; (bool)) E F,; 
(ii4) (Booleq; (bool, bool- bool)) E F,; 
(ii5) if s E B,, then (Ite,; (bool, s, s H s)) E F,; 
(ii6) if so, ***, S n, SE&,, then (AP, ,._., +. .; ((so, . . . . s, - 4, 
so, . . . . s, H s)) E F,. 
1.1.5. DEFINITION. Let u = (S,, F,) be a simple recursion signature. 
SB = (92, 9) is a simple recursion structure of signatue a iff: 
0) 42 = @Ws,s,~ where %(s) is a set for every basic sort s, and 
@(so, . . . . s, H s) = P(%(so) x . . . x ?a(s,), c+?(s)) 
for every compound sort (so, . . . . s, H s); 
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(ii) 8 = (S(4))bEF,), where 5($) is a monotone functional over %!; 
i.e., if the arity of 4 is (so, . . . . s, H s) (so, . . . . s, basic or compound sorts and 
s basic sort) then F(4) is a function from %(s,) x . .. x %(s,) to e(s), and 
if F(q5) is a functional then it is a monotone functional; 
(iv) %(bool) = (0, 1 }, 8(O) =O, 9(l) = 1; F(Booleq) is the total 
function from (0, 1 > x (0, 1 } to (0, 1 } such that for every x, y E (0, 1 > 
Booleq(x, y) = A 
L 
if x=y 
if x#y; 
(v) F(Ite,) is the “if . . . then . . . else . ..” function w.r.t. the set a(s), i.e., 
the total function from (0, l} x%(s) x a(s) to a(s), such that for every 
x, Y E Ws), 
P(Ite,)( 1, x, y) =x, fl(W(O, 4 Y) = Y 
(vi) 2F(Ap,,,,.,,n, ,) is the partial functional “application,” i.e., the 
function belonging to 
P(P(%(s,) x ‘. . x %(s,), @i(s)) x %(s()) x . ‘. x %(s,), 42(s)) 
such that for every f E P(%(s,) x . . . x %(s,), a(s)) and every 
(x 0, . ..) x,) E aqs,) x . . . x %(s,) 
~t(Apso,...,,,, ,)(.A xo, . . . . -G) -e/-ho, ...y x,1. 
1.1.6. DEFINITION. Let (T= (S,, F,) be a simple recursion signature. 
The language REC’(a) is defined as follows: 
(i) The alphabeth of REC’(a) consists of 
(il ) for each s E S,, a denumerable set V(s) of variables “of sort s,” 
such that if s #s’ then V(s) n V(s’) = a; 
(i2) the function symbols of cr; 
(i3) the operator symbols k, R; 
(i6) the usual auxilary symbols. 
(ii) The terms of REC’(rr) are defined inductively as follows (where 
for each term t is indicated the “sort of t”): 
(ii1 ) if s E S, nd u E V(s), then u is a term of sort s; 
(ii2) if (4; (s)) E F,, then 4 is a term (a constant) of the basic 
sort s; 
(ii3) if (4; (so, . . . . s, H s)) E F, and for every i < n, ti is a term of 
sort si, then 
dt 0, . . . . t,) is a term of sort s; 
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(ii4) if s E B,, t is a term of sort s, and for every i < n, s, E B,, and 
U; E V(Si), then 
Iboo . *. v, . t is a term of sort (so, . . . . s, H s), 
(called a “L-term”), where the variables uO, . . . . v, are bounded; 
(ii5) if SEB,, t is a term of sort S, for every i 6 n, S,E B,, and 
vie V(s,), v E V((s,, . . . . S, H s)) then 
Ruv, . . . v, . t is a term of sort (so, . . . . S, H s), 
(called a “R-term”), where the variables u, uO, . . . . v, are bounded; 
(ii6) nothing else is a term of REC’(o). 
Remark that if LT is a simple recursion signature, then the language 
REC’(a) differs from the Moschovakis’ language of recursion REC(o) in 
the following: 
(a) if v is a variable of a compound sort (s,,, . . . . S,HS), in REC(a) 
one allows terms of the form v(t,, . . . . t,), translated in REC’(a) as 
4 sg,...,s,,s(v~ to, *“Y tn); 
(b) in REC(o) there are recursion terms of the form 
Rec((vo, . . . . u,) .v: (to, . . . . t,>)[t] 
which are replaced in REC’(o) by Ap, ,___, s, s(Ru~O, . . . . u, . t, to, . . . . t,); 
(c) variables, l-terms, and R-terms are not considered terms of 
REC(o), but simply components of terms. 
1.1.7. DEFINITION. Let d = (&, 9) be a simple recursion structure of 
signature G: 
(i) The set ENV, (of the valuations (environments) of the variables 
of REC’(a) in sI) is defined as follows: e o ENV& iff 
(il) e is a total function from the variables of REC’(a) to Q(S), 
(i2) if SE S and UE V(s), then e(u)Eql(s). 
(ii) If e E ENV, and uo, . . . . v, are pairwise distinct variables of sorts 
so, .-*, s,, respectively, and for i = 0, . . . . m, xi E %(Si), then e[v,/x,, . . . . v,/x,] 
denotes the element of ENV& defined by: for every v, 
e[v,/x,, . . . . v,/x,](v) =xi’ 
if v is vi for some i < n, 
= e(u), otherwise. 
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(iii) We define the partial function Val, (the evaluation of the terms 
of RE’(a), by induction on the terms of REC’(o). For every e E ENV, : 
(iiil) if o E V(s), then Val,(e, v) = e(u); 
(iii2) if (4;(s)) E F,, then Val,(e, 4) = F(4); 
(iii3) if (4; (so, . . . . s,Hs))EF,, and for every i<n, ti is a term of 
sort si, then 
Val,(e, d(t,, . . . . t,)) = %(4)(Val,(e, to), . . . . Val,(e, t,)); 
(iii4) if t is a term of a basic sort s, and for i < n, vi is a variable of 
a basic sort si, then 
Val,(e, Au,. . v, e t) 
is the partial function E P(%(sO) x ... x a!(~,), %(s)), such 
that for every (x,, . . . . x,) E %!(q,) x ... x %(s,): 
Val,(e, lLuO...v,. t)(xo, . . . . x,) N Val,(e[v,/x, ,..., 0,/x,]), t); 
(iii5) if t is a term of a basic sort s, and for i < n, vi is a variable of 
a basic sort si, and v is a variable of sort (s,,, . . . . S, H s), then 
Val,(Rvv, . . . v, . t, e) 
=the partial function f" E P(42(s,,)x ... x t&(s,),??l(s)), 
where f is the partial monotone functional E P(P’(@(s,,) x 
. . . x a’(~,), a(s)) x @(s,,) x . . . x a(~,), a(s)) defined by 
f(x, x0, . ..? x,) = Val.de[v/x, vo/xo, . . . . Ux,l, t). 
Remark that Val, is defined as in (Moschovakis, 1984), but by taking 
into account that we are dealing with simple recursion structures and with 
REC’(a). 
1.1.8. DEFINITION. Let & = (%, 9) be a simple recursion structure of 
signature 6. Let f be a functional E P(%(s,,) x .a$ x a(~,), e(s)), where s 
is a basic sort of 0 and so, . . . . s, are basic or compound sorts of 0. f is 
recursive on S! iff there is a term t of REC’(s) such that: 
(i) t is not a variable or a l-term or a R-term, and the free variable 
of t are among u. ... v,, where for i < n, vi is a variable of sort si; 
(ii) for every (x0, . . . . x,) E%(so) x . ..%(s.), 
f(x 0, . ..> -4 = Val,,(eC~olxo, . . . . G&J),~). 
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1.1.9. Remark (Moschovakis’ question). (i) We may reformulate 
Moschovakis’ question “the logic of recursion,” as follows: 
I f  CT is a signature and 06 is a class of recursion structures of signature u, and tl, t2 
are terms of a basic sort s of 0, in the language REC’(u), we put 
i f f  for all d in M and e E ENVd, V&k h)l, VaMe, fdl, and VaMe, tl) = 
Val,(e, tJ. We would like to find natural axioms and rules ofinference which prove 
the formula t, =’ tz when K + t, =$ t2 holds, at least for special cases of K, S, t,, tz. 
(Indeed, if t is a term of sort boo/, then K /= t is the same as K k t =boO’ 1). 
(ii) So, Moschovakis’ question presupposes a kind of extension of 
the language or recursion REC’(a) by means of the addition of predicate 
symbols and atomic formulas. In general, we shall consider extensions by 
means of the addition of predicate symbols, connectives, and quantifiers 
(but only on variables of basic sorts). 
(iii) The semantics given in Definition 1.1.7 uses the standard notion 
of ordinal numbers, in the case of 
Val,(Ruu, . . . u, . t, e) 
= the partial functionfm E P(%(s,) x . . . x a(~,), a(s)) 
because f” is obtained by the iteration off along the ordinal numbers 
up to the least fixed point. But there is a gap between the semantics 
(in which all the steps of the iteration are considered) and the syntax 
(in which only the least fixed point of the iteration is expressed). We shall 
consider a logic standard for the concept of ordinal numbers, and we 
shall first fill the gap between semantics and syntax by introducing terms 
corresponding to the steps of the iteration along ordinal numbers, i.e., 
variables of the sort On (ordinal numbers) and terms 1%~~. . . u, + t, such 
that Val,(I”uu, ... u, . t, e) = the partial function f”“’ E P(%(s,) x . . . x 
WS”), W)). 
1.2. /&Similarity Types 
A /?-similarity type is a set of sort symbols (among these, the sort symbol 
On for the “ordinal numbers”), function symbols, and predicate symbols. 
A B-similarity type is an extension of a simple recursion signature (cf. 
Section 1.7 below). 
1.2.1. DEFINITION. C is a fi-similarity type iff C= (S,, F,, Pz), where: 
(i) S, is a set of symbols (the “sort symbols of L”‘), such that: 
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(il) S,=B,uC,u{On}, On is a symbol, On$B,uC, and 
B,nC,=@; 
(i2) B, is a denumerable set and contains a distinguished element 
bool; the elements of B, are called “the basic sorts of Z”; 
(i3) C, is the set of all the configurations 
(S 0, . . . . s, +P s), 
where (so, . . . . s, ) is a nonempty sequence in B, and s E B,; 
the elements of C, are called “the compound sorts of C”; 
(ii) F, is a set of pairs of symbols (4; a) (where 4 is called a 
“function symbol” and a “the arity of &‘), such that: 
(iil) 
(ii2) 
(ii3) 
(ii4) 
(ii5) 
(ii6) 
if (4; a) E F, and (4’; a) E F, then 4 and 4’ are different 
symbols; 
if (4; a) E F,, then a is configuration of one of these forms 
0) (so, a.., s,, sb, . . . . s:, H f), 
where (so, . . . . s,) is a sequence in C,, (sb, . . . . sk) is a 
sequence in B,, and SE B,; 
(0; (bool)) E F, and (1; (boo/)) E F,; 
(Booleq; (boo/, bool H bool) E F, ; 
if SEBr, then (Ite,;(bool,s,sHs))EF,; 
if s o, . . . . s,, SEB=, then CAP,, ,_.., s,,s; ((so, . . . . s,++s), so, . . . . 
3,~ )>eFz. 
(iii) P, is a set of pairs of symbols (9; a) (where B is called a 
“predicate symbol” and a is called “the arity of W), such that: 
(iiil) if (9’; a) E P, and (9’; a) E P,, then 9 and 9’ are different 
symbols; 
(iii2) if (9; a) EP=, then a is a configuration of the form 
(s o, . . . . s,), where so, . . . . s, are sorts of C; 
(iii3) ( < On; (On, On)> E P,; 
(iii4) if s E Bz u Cr, then ( = “; (s, s)) E P,. 
1.3. Structures and Iteration of Function& 
First-order many-sorted structures (containing partial functions)-the 
“structures for /?-similarity types”-are introduced in which “basic sets” 
(interpretation of basic sorts) and “compound sets” (interpretation of com- 
pound sorts) are distinguished. Elements of compound sets are not partial 
functions, but “induce” them; partial functions with argument elements of 
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compound sets--called “pseudofunctionals’‘-are not (monotone) partial 
functionals but induce them. In this first-order framework, we deal with 
iterations and fixed points of such induced functionals. 
A structure .&Z for a /?-similarity type Z consists of a set d(s) for every 
sort s of Z, a partial function -H(b) for each function symbol of C, a 
relation J@(P) for each predicate symbol of C; no further condition is 
required (cf. Definition 1.3.1). We need to start with such a generality in 
order to get our next results. 
In particular, we do not require that the set J%(s,, . . . . S,H S) 
corresponding to a compound sort of 1 is (a subset of) the set 
P(A(s,) x . . . x JZ(S,), A(s)) of all the partial functions from 
.A+()) x . . . x &(s,) to d(s). Nevertheless (cf. Definition 1.3.4), every 
x E A& . ..) s, H S) induces-through the partial function ~(Apsb.,,,,,,s)- 
a partial function 
EXT( x) from &!(sO) x . .. x d#qs,) to dhqs), 
so that x may be considered as the “intention” or the “program descrip- 
tion” of a partial function, and A(s,, . . . . S, I+ S) may be partially ordered 
in two ways: one ( E ) simply by considering the usual partial ordering of 
the induced partial functions, another by considering a different partial 
ordering ( E x) of the induced partial functions (we replace the identity 
relation, in the definition of the partial order of functions, by the arbitrarly 
chosen relation .&( = “)). 
Moreover (cf. Definition 1.3.5), we can define the monotonicity of the 
“pseudofunctionals,” partial functions from A(s,) x . . . x J?(s,) x 
Jeb) x ‘. . x A(&,) to ./Z(s) (where the first m sorts are compound and the 
last n are simple), in two ways: w.r.t. the partial order c of the inter- 
pretation of the compound sorts (“strong monotonicity in J?“), or w.r.t. 
the partial order E& (“monotonicity in Z’). Every pseudofunctional 
induces partial functionals; e.g., a partial function from 
Jc,, . . . . S”HS) x &qso) x . . . x hqs,) to A(s) 
induces partial functionals from 
w4%) x -I. xJqs,),Aqs))xAqs~)x ... xdiqs,) to dqs). 
Proposition 1.3.6 states that the partial functionals induced by a 
pseudofunctional (strongly) monotone in JZ are “(strongly) monotone 
in A.” 
Finally, we show how one can perform the iterations and the least fixed 
points of partial (strong) functionals monotone in J# induced by partial 
functions from JZ(s,, . . . . s, H s) x JZ(s,) x . . . x .L(s,) to &Z(s). 
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1.3.1. DEFINTION. Let C= (S,, F,, PE) be a j-similarity type. M is a 
structure for C iff 
(i) for every s E S,, A(s) is a set, and if s # On then J(s) # @; 
(ii) if (4; (s)) E F, then &Z(d) E .4!(s); if (4; (s,,, . . . . s, H s)) E F,, 
then M(d) is a partial function from &!(s,,) x . . . x &(s,) to A(S). 
(iii) if (C?; (so, . . . . s,)) E P,, then J(9) c 4?(s0) x ... x M(s,). 
Remark that the following notations will be used in the paper: 
if x, y E 4(s), then x =‘& y stands for (x, y > E M( = “); if x, y E .M(On), 
then x <Mnv(on) y stands for (x, y) E JZ( < On). 
1.3.2. Remark. From now on in this section, Z= (S,, F,, Pz) is a 
P-similarity type and JX a structure for Z. We shall omit the subscripts C. 
All the following definitions and propositions suppose only that F, 
contains AP, ,._., *,.* for every basic sorts sO, . . . . s,, s and P, contains = ’ for 
every sort s. 
1.3.3. DEFINITION. (i) If X0, . . . . X,, Y,,, . . . . Y, are sets, s E S, f~ 
wxo x . . . x x,, A(s)), ge P( Y(J x ... x Y,, A(s)), (x,, . ..) x,) E x, x . . . 
x X, and (y,, . . . . y,)~ Y,x ... x Y,, then 
fh, .‘., x,) kz ghl, . ..v Y,) 
iff the following holds: 
if fh, . . . . x,)1, then g(y,, . . . . Y,A 
and fb,, . . . . x,) Ad dy,, . . . . YJ 
if dY0~ .**7 vn)l then .0x0, . . . . x,)1 
and f(x,, . . . . x,) LA dy,, . . . . v,,). 
Thus j-(x,, . . . . x,) -; with x E a’(s) implies that f(x,, . . . . x,)1. 
(ii) If X0, . . . . X, are sets, SE S, andf, gE P(X, x ... x X,, a(s)), then 
(iil) f~& g iff the following holds: for every (x,, . . . . X,)E 
x,x ‘.. xx, and every x E J(s), if j-(x,,, . . . . x,,) N SA x then 
g(x,, --a, x,) 2: “5 x; 
(ii2) f =.# g iff fsM g and g GM f: 
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Remark that if A( = “) is an equivalence relation and S=& g, then for 
every (x0, . . . . x,) E X0 x ... xX,, f(x,, . . . . x,) -=A g(x,, . . . . x,). 
1.3.4. DEFINITION. Let sO, . . . . s,, s be basic sorts of S. 
(i) If xEA(Q, . . . . s, H s), we define EXT(x) (the partial function 
induced by x), as follows: 
(il) EXT(x) E P(A!(sO) x ... x A(s,), A’(S)) 
(i2) for every (x0, . . . . x,) E&!(Q) x ... x A(s,), EXT(x)(x,, . . . . x,) 
= ~(AP,,,...,,.,,)(~, xo, ...> x,). 
(ii) If x and y E A(s,, . . . . s, H s), we put: 
(iil) XC”#YY iff EXT(x) E”, EXT( y), 
x E y iff EXT(x)sEXT(y); 
(ii2) x=, y iff EXT(x) =& EXT(y), 
x - y iff EXT(x) = EXT( y), 
(iii) Let fe P(A(so) x ... x A(s,), M(S)): 
(iiil) fis represented in A? iff there is x E A’(s,, . . . . S, I+ S) such that 
EXT(x) =&J: 
(iii2) f is strongly represented in A! iff there is x E A?(so, . . . . s, H s) 
such that EXT(x)=f: 
(iv) A + (so, . . . . s, CI s) = P(A(s,) x . ‘. x Jtqs,), &v(s)): 
d# + ‘(so, . ..) s, c* s) = the set of all theft A! +(so, . . . . s, H s) 
represented in A!; 
d.fl+sr(so, . ..) s, CI s) = the set of all thefe 4 +(so, . . . . s, I-+ s) 
strongly represented in A. 
1.35 DEFINITION. Let sO, . . . . s,,, be compound sorts of 2, sb, . . . . s;, s be 
basic sorts of Z, fe P(A(so) x . *. x dqs,) x dqsb) x . . . x A!(sL), J&(s)) 
(a pseudofunctional). 
(i) If (x0, . . . . x,) E .H(so) x . .. x A(s,), then 
&l-(x,, ..*, x,) 
denotes the partial function E A!‘(& . . . . &I--+ s) such that for every 
<z 0, ***, z,) E Aqsb) x . . . x .qsg 
fbo, . . . . x,)(zo, . . . . z,) =f(xo, . . . . x,, zo, -.,, 4. 
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(ii) f is monotone in A! iff for every (x,, . . . . x,), 
(Yo, . . . . Y,> Ed@01 x .*. x A(s,) 
if xi c”~Y; for i = 0, . . . . m, then ftxo, . . . . x,,,) cd ftyo, . . . . Y,). 
m) f is strongly monotone in A iff for every (x,, . . . . x,), 
(Y (“’ 0, ..., y, > E -aso) x . . . x Ja&tl) 
if xi c yi for i = 0, . . . . m, then fh, -., --4~f(~~,...,~,). 
(iv) @ E FunSM( f) (CD is a partial functional induced by f in A) iff 
(ivl) @ is a partial functional from A +(s~) x ... x A+(s,) x 
JAqsb) x . . . x J#qsg to dqs); 
(iv2) for every (go, . . . . g,) EA+(s,) x ... x A!+(s,), 
- if for some i< m the partial function gj is not represented 
in A!, then for every (z,, . . . . z,) E A(.$) x ... x A(.$,), 
@(go, .‘.9 gm, ZO? . ..’ z,)T 
- otherwise, there is (x0, . . . . x,) E.M(s~)x ... x~Z(s,) such 
that for every i<m, gi=, EXT(xi) and @(go, . . . . g,) =& 
f(x o, . . . . x,) (i.e., for every (zo, . . . . z,) E A?(&) x . . . x A(sA), 
@(go, ..., g,, zo, . . . . z,) +ftxo, ..*, x,, zo, ...7 z,)). 
(v) Q, E Fun(f) (Q, is a partial functional strongly induced by f) iff 
(ivl) @ is a partial functional from A? +(s,) x .. . x .M+(s,) x 
A(sb) x . . . x Jz(&) to A(s); 
(iv2) for every (go, . . . . g,) E A+(so) x . .. x A+(s,), 
- if for some i,< m, the partial function gi is not strongly 
represented in A?, then for every (zo, . . . . z,) E A!($) x 
... x JWJ, @(go, . . . . g,, 203 . . . . z,)T 
- otherwise, there is (x0, . . . . x,) E A(so) x ... x A(s,) such 
that for every i $ m, gi = EXT(x() and @(go, . . . . g,) = 
fbo, . . . . x,). 
(vi) Let @EFun,(f). @ is monotone in .A’ iff the following holds for 
every (go, . . . . g,), (ho,, . . . . h,)GA+‘(s,)x ... xA+‘(s,): 
iffor i=O, . . . . m, giGAhhi, then @(go, . . . . g,) c*, @(ho, . . . . k,,). 
(vii) Let GE Fun(f ). C? is strongly monotone in .M iff the following 
holds for every (go, . . . . g,), (ho, . . . . h,) E J?+~‘(s~) x ... x JY+~‘(s,): 
iffor i=O ,..., m, giGhi, then @(go, . . . . g,) c @(ho, ..., L). 
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1.3.6. PROPOSITION. Let f be as in Definition 1.3.5: 
(i) If f is monotone in A? and &( = “) is an equivalence relation, then 
(il) for every @‘, ‘YeFun,( @zM Y 
(i2) for every GE Fun,(f ), @ is monotone in A. 
(ii) If f is strongly monotone in ~2, then 
(il ) for every @, YE Fun(f ), @ = !P 
(i2) for every @ E Fun( f ), @ is strongly monotone in A. 
We prove (i) only (the proof of (ii) is obtained easily from the proof 
of (i)). 
Proof of (il). Suppose @, !P~Fun,(f). Let (go,...,g,)~A!+(s,)x 
. . . x A”(s,) and (z,, . . . . z,) E .M(sb) x ... x A(&); we prove 
@(go, . . . . g,, 20, **-, z,) k& qg,, ***, g,, zo, *m-P z,). (1) 
If for some i < m, gi is not represented in A, then-by Definition 1.3.5- 
@(go, . . . . g,,, , zo, . . . . z,)t and Y( go, . . . . g,, zo, . . . . z,)t, so that (1) holds. If for 
every i 6 m, gi is represented in 4, then-by Definition 1.3.5 and because 
A!( = “) is an equivalence relation-we have 
there is (x0, . . . . x, ) E &Z(so) x 
i<m,g,=, EXT(x,)and @(g 
be- x &(s,) such that for every 
0, . . . . g,, 20, .‘., z,) -2 f (x0, . . . . x,, zo, . . . . z,), 
there is (y,, . . . . y,) E A(so) x . . . x &(s,) such that for every 
iGGi=, EXT(Yi) and Vv(go, . . . . g,, ZO, -., z,) E>f(yO, . . ..Y., ~0, . . . . z,), 
- thus, for every i < m, EXT(x,) =M EXT(y,); 
therefore, because f is monotone in A, we obtain f (x0, .,., x,, zo, . . . . z,) 
-> f (Yo, ‘.., Y,, zo, .“, z,), and finally-because .M( = “) is an equivalence 
relation-we get (1). 
Proof of (i2). Suppose @E Fund(f). Let (go, . . . . g,) and 
(ho, . . . . h,) E JzY+‘(s~) x .a. x A +‘(sm), such that for every i< m, 
giGeN h,; we prove 
@(go, . . . . g,) c.,,z @(ho, a.., U. (2) 
By Definition 1.3.5(iv), there is (x0, . . . . x,) EA(s~) x e-e x A(s,) such 
that for every i < m, gi =M EXT(x,) and @(go, . . . . g,J =& f(x,, . . . . x,), and 
there is < yo, . . . . ym ) E A(so) x . . . x A(s,) such that for every i<m, 
hi=x EXT(y,) and @(ho, . . . . h,) =A f ( yo, . . . . y,). So, because A( = “) is 
an equivalence relation, for every i< m, EXT(x,) c4 EXT( y,), i.e., 
xi c, yi. Therefore, because f is monotone in A, f(x,, . . . . x,) c, 
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f(Y 0, *.., y,); so that, because A’( =“) is an equivalence relation, we 
get (2). I 
1.3.7. DEFINITION. Let sO, . . . . s,, s be basic sorts of C, fe P(A!(s,, . . . . 
s, b s) x Jiqsg) x . . . x JZ(.r,), A(s)). Let @ E Fun,(f) u Fun(f ). For 
every ordinal number p we define the partial function 
QP E d52 + (so, . ..) s, H s) 
with the property that for every v < flu, @’ E P’ (W is the p-iteration of @). 
q)o(x @) @ 
’ is defined by: for every (x0, . . . . x,) E A(so) x . . . x A(s,), 
0, .**, XJ. 
(ii) Suppose QP E .A + (so, . . . . S,HS) be defined with the property 
that for every u <p, @J’ 5 W. Then W’+ ’ is defined by: for every 
(x 0, . . . . x,) E dqso) x . ‘. x .M(s,), 
@jr+’ (x0, ...% X”) 
N @“(x0, . ..) X”), if W(x,, . . . . x,)1 
2: @(@“, x0, . . . . x,), otherwise. 
Thus W‘+’ enjoys the property: for every v <p + 1, 0” c W’+ ‘. 
(iii) Let p be a limit ordinal. Suppose that for every v <p, @’ is 
defined with the property: for every v’ 6 v, @” c @‘. Then P’ = Uy ccP @“, 
i.e., for every (x0 ,..., x,)E.&?(s~)x ... xA(s,), 
T> if for every v < 11, @“(x0, . . . . x,)t 
~p’(xo, . . . . x,) N @“(x0, . . . . x,), where v <p such that @“(x0, . . . . x,)1, 
otherwise. 
Thus P’ enjoys the property: for every v < p, @“c W. 
1.3.8. PROPOSITION. Let f and Q, be as in Definition 1.3.7. There is an 
ordinal number p such that for every v 2 p, @‘= @‘. Therefore we can 
define: 
(i) CL(@) := the least ordinal number p such that for every v 2 p, 
@’ = @‘; 
(ii) @” := QcL(@). 
(If there is no ordinal number p such that W’= @’ for every v > p, then 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the proper class of the 
ordinal numbers and the set A +(so, . . . . s, H s): contradiction. Remark that 
the proposition is equivalent to the following statement: there is an ordinal 
number p such that W’ = P‘+ ‘.) 
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1.3.9. PROPOSITION. Let f and @ be as in Definition 1.3.7. 
(i) Suppose Cp E Fun,(f). Then 
(il) For every u < CL(@), QP is represented in A; 
(i2) 0” is represented in A? tfffor every u, @” is represented in A. 
(ii) Suppose @E Fun(f). Then 
(iil) For every u < CL(@), 0” is strongly represented in A!; 
(ii2) @” is strongly represented in A! tjjf for every u, CP is strongly 
represented in A. 
(The proof of (i2) is trivial, from definition of CL(@) and (il ). The proof 
of (ii) can be obtained easily from the proof of (i). Now, we prove (i): we 
suppose ,u < CL(@) and @’ not represented in A, and we get @” = @‘+ ‘, 
i.e., ,U = CL(@). Indeed, let (x0, . . . . x,) E A’(q,) x ... x &(s,): if 
@“(x,, . ..) x,)1 then W’+ ‘(x0, . . . . x,) N @‘(x0, . . . . x,) by Definition 1.3.7; if 
cP(x(), . ..) xJ then W’+ ‘(x,,, . . . . x,) 1: @(W, x0, . . . . x,) by Definition 1.3.7, 
but @(@“, x0, . . . . x,)7 by Definition 1.3.6 (because W’ is not represented in 
A), and thus V’+ ‘(x,, . . . . x,) N @“(x0, . . . . x,).) 
1.3.10. PROPOSITION. Let f and @ be as in Definition 1.3.7. 
(i) Suppose that f is monotone in A, 0 E Fun,(f ), 0” is represented 
in & and A( = “) is an equivalence relation. Then: 
(il) For every u, @” + ’ =.& Q(P) (so that for every u, 
QP =.*( uv<p W@“)); 
(i2) @” =“@ @(@“); 
(i3) ifgE A%!+~(Q, . . . . S,HS) and Q(g)&, g, then @” cA g; 
(i4) if YE Fun-,(f ), then for every ordinal u, ~0’ =M !P. 
(ii) Suppose that f is strongly monotone in A, @ E Fun(f) and @” is 
strongly represented in A?. Then: 
(iil) For every u, @Jo+‘=@ (so that for every u, 
Qr = uy<p @(@‘I); 
(ii2) @” = @(@“); 
(ii3) ifg E .8YfS’(s0, . . . . S,HS) and @(g)Eg, then @“cg; 
(ii4) if YE Fun( f ), then for every ordinal p, @p = !P. 
The proof of (ii) can be easily obtained from the proof of (i). In order to 
prove (i), first remark that the hypotheses give that @ is monotone in J% 
(by Proposition 1.3.6(i2)) and W- is preresented in A? for every ordinal p 
(by Proposition 1.3.9).) 
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Proof of (il ). First, we prove, 
(1) for every ordinal p, if @‘Ed @(@‘), then @p+l =J( Q(@‘)). 
Next, we use (1) to prove by induction on p: 
(2) for every ordinal p, @’ G& @(@‘). 
From (1) and (2) we obtain (il), very easily. 
The proof of (1) is as follows. (We use Definition 1.3.7 and the hypothesis 
that A’( = “) is an equivalence relation.) Let (x0, . . . . x,) E A!(s,) x ... x 
.A’(s,) and XE&(S). Suppose @‘Gus @(@“). If @‘+ ‘(x,, . . . . x,)1, then 
@P+l 6 ,,, . . . . x,) N @‘(x0, . . . . x,), @‘+‘(x,,, . . . . x,) No @~(xO, . . . . x,), so that 
(because @’ cbx Q(V)) we have @“+ ‘(x,,, . . . . x,) 1: rK @(@“, x0, . . . . x,). 
If @“+ ‘(x,,, . . . . x,)?, then @‘+ ‘(x,, . . . . x,) N @(Gp, x0, . . . . x,) and so 
@Pfl (x 0, . ..) x,) NM @(W, x0, . ..) x,). 
The proof of (2) is as follows. (Here again we use Definition 1.3.7 and 
the hypothesis that A( =“) is an equivalence relation.) Qi” cd a(@‘) 
trivially. Suppose (by induction hypothesis) that @’ G& a(@~~), so that by 
(1) above we get V+l=& Q(V)). Thus, Q(G)“) is represented in JZ (since 
@‘+ ’ is represented in A) so that from @’ Ed @(@“) and from the fact 
that 0 is monotone in A%! we obtain @(CO”) cd O(@(@)) and finally, 
because @‘+l =.x @(@“), we get @jr+’ G& @(@“+l). Suppose p is a limit 
ordinal and (by induction hypothesis) @’ zA O(@“) for every v <p. Let 
(x 0, ***, x,) E Aqso) x . . . x A(s,), x E A!(s), and @‘(x0, . . . . x,) EL x. Thus 
there is v < ,U such that @“(x0, . . . . x,) ~2 x, that by induction hypothesis 
@(@“, x0, . ..) x,) zsM x; moreover, @ is monotone in .A, @” cM @‘, and @’ 
and @’ are represented in A, so that we get @p(@“, x0, . . . . x,) EL x. 
Proof of (i2). Trivial, from (il) and @” = Grn+‘. 
Proofof(i3). Let gEA+‘(so, . . . . s, H s) and Q(g) c A g. We prove that 
@’ zM g for every ordinal p, so that, in particular, 0” Ed g, by induction 
on p. Suppose (by induction hypothesis) that @‘E& g for every v <p. Let 
(x o, . . . . x,) E A!(so) x . . . x A(s,), x E A(s), and @‘(x0, . . . . x,) -5 x. 
Because @fl=M Uy<, @(@“) by (il), there is v -CP such that 
@(W, x0, . ..) x,) “2 x. The facts that @ is monotone in M, @“Go g, and 
the functions @’ and g are both represented in A, give that 
@(g, x0, .--, x,) => x; finally, since O(g) GA g, we get g(x,, . . . . x,) N 2 x. 
Proof of (i4). By induction on p (Remark that @’ =A !P“ implies that 
!P@ is represented in A’ and that !P is monotone in A.) a0 =& p, trivially 
by Definition 1.3.7. Suppose (by induction hypothesis) @” =& Y’. Let 
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(x 0, . . . . x,) E .M(s()) x . . . x &(s,). If !V(x,, . . . . x,)1, then @“(x,, . . . . x,)1 
and we get 
YF + ‘(x0, . ..) x,) 
N !P(x 0, . . . . -%A 
s 
= -4 wxo, . . . . %I), 
A .x @“(x0, ..., x,), 
A CD” + 1(x(), . ..) x,), 
s 
=..k p+l (x0, ---3 X”), 
If YP(x,, . ..) x,)? then @‘(x0, 
yP+l (x 0, --., &I) 
N Y( Yfl, x0, . ..) x,), 
k .x ytyp, x0, . . . . x,)7 
A .x ul(QP, x0, **., x,), 
A .x @(@“, x0, .--, &A, 
A w+ ‘(x0, . ..) x,), 
L .# w+ 1(x0, . ..) x,), 
. . . , x,)? and we get 
by Definition 1.3.7, 
because JZ( 1) is an equivalence relation, 
because W’ =M Yfl, 
by Definition 1.3.7, 
because A( f ) is an equivalence relation. 
by Definition 1.3.7, 
because &( 2 ) is an equivalence relation, 
because CW =& Yp and Y is monotone in ./Z, 
by Proposition 1.3.6(il) 
by Definition 1.3.7, 
because .H( g ) is an equivalence relation. 
If p is limit ordinal, it is easy to prove (from induction hypothesis) that 
Yfl=,@‘. 1 
1.3.11. Remark. Proposition 1.3.1O(i3) (resp. (ii3),) says that @” is the 
least fixed point of @ in the set Jf+‘(so, . . . . S, H S) (resp. in the set 
Jtz+s’(so, . ..) S, H s),) but not necessarily in the set d+(so, . . . . s, H s) = 
WJCO) x . . . x Aqs,), @M(s)). 
1.4. l-R-I-Languages 
A l-R-I-language is a first-order elementary b-language, extended by the 
addition of the operators “abstraction” (I), “recursion (least tixed point)” 
(R), and “iteration along ordinal numbers” (I). Every Moschovakis’ 
“language of recursion” may be extended to a l-R-I-language (cf. 
Section 1.7, below). 
The restrictions on the use of the operators are those of Moschovakis’ 
languages of recursion; accordingly, quantifiers apply only on variables of 
basic sorts or of the new sort On. 
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1.4.1. DEFINITION. Let C= (S,, F,, Pz) be a /?-similarity type. The 
I-R-I-language for C, Y(C), is defined as follows: 
(i) The alphabet of Y(C) consists of 
(il) for each SE S,, a denumerable set V(s) of variables “of sort s,” 
such that if s # s’ then V(s) n V(s’) = 0; V(Z) := UsEar V(s); 
v(c)- will denote the set of all the finite sequence of V(C); 
(i2) the function symbols and the predicate symbols of C; 
(i3) the operator symbols 1, R, I; 
(i4) the propositional connectives l,+, A, v ; 
(i5) the quantifers V, 3; 
(i6) the usual auxiliary symbols. 
(ii) The terms of Y(C) are defined inductively as follows (where for 
each term t of Y(C) is indicated the “sort of t”): 
(iil) if s E S, and v E V(s), then v is a term of sort s; 
(ii2) if (4; (s)) E F,, then 4 is a term of sort s (a constant of 
sort s); 
(ii3) if (4; (so, . . . . S,HS)) E F, and for every i<n, tj is a term of 
sort si, then 
fP(t 0, . . . . t,) is a term of sort s; 
(ii4) if s E B,, t is a term of sort s, and for every i < n, S;E B, and 
vi E V(s,), then 
lv, . . v, . t is a term of sort (so, . . . . s, H s), 
where the variables oO, . . . . a,, are bounded; 
(ii5) if SE Bz, t is a term of sort s, for every i < n, S,E B, and 
vi~V(si), VEV((S,,, . . . . s, HS)), and a is a term of sort On, 
then 
Rvv, . . . v, . t and IavvO . . . v, . t are terms of sort (so, . . . . s, k+ s), 
where the variables v, v,,, . . . . o, are bounded; 
(ii6) nothing else is a term of Z(Z). 
T(Z) will denote the set of all the terms of Y(C); ifs E SE, then T(s) will 
denote the set of all the terms of sort s, so that T(C) = UssSr T(s). 
(iii) The formulas of 9(X) are defined inductively as follows: 
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(iiil) if (9’; (so, . . . . s,) ) E P, and for every i < n, ti is a term of sort 
si, then 
P(t 0, a**, t,) is a formula; 
(iii2) if A is a fomula, then 1 A is a formula; 
(iii3) if A and B are formulas, then A + B, A A B, A v B are 
formulas; 
(iii4) if A is a formula and u E V(s) where s E B, or s = On, then 
Vv.A and 3v . A are formulas, 
where the variable v is bounded; 
(iii5) nothing else is a formula of g(E). 
1.4.2. Remark. We shall denote by Y-(X) the sublanguage of Y(Z) 
obtained by removing the operator symbols 1, R, I, i.e., “the operators-free 
language for Z.” T-(C) will be the set of all the terms of p--(C): 
Y-(C) is an ordinaty many-sorted elementary /?-language. 
1.4.3. CONVENTIONS. Let Y(C) be the l-R-I-language defined in 1.3.1. 
(i) If SEB~UC=, and t, and t, are terms of sort s, then t, =’ t, 
stands for =‘(fl, t,); tl =b t, stands for =boo’(fl, t,); 
(ii) If a and p are terms of sort On (but remark that the only terms 
of sort On are the variables of sort On, then a GO” p stands for < O”(a, 8) 
and ~1=O~fl stands for (~<‘“b) A (B<““N). 
(iii) If SEB~UC~, and t is a term of sort S, then D(t) stands for 
t=“t. 
(iv) If s E B, u C,, and t, and t, are terms of sort S, then t, =S t2 
stands for 
(v) If tl and t, are terms of a compound sort (so, . . . . S,HS), then 
t, G t, stands for the formula 
vvvo . . . vn(Ap, ,..., ,,(t, > 00, . . . . 0,) f v+Ap, ,___, s. s(fz, 00, . . . . v,) f ~1, 
where v is a variable of sort s for each i < n the variable vi is of sort si. 
(vi) A c, B is defined as usually: (A + B) A (B + A). 
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1.5. I-R-I-Structures and the Semantics of the l-l-l-languages 
The semantics (evaluation of terms and satisfaction of formulas) of a 
k-R-I-language is defined in a “parametric way” w.r.t. the meaning of the 
operators I, R, I (X-R-I-structures). This approach allows to consider 
non-standard interpretations of the operators and is needed for obtaining 
the completeness theorem stated in Section 2. 
In this section C = (S,, F,, Ps) will be a P-similarity type, and we shall 
omit subscritps C. 
A S-R-I-structure for Z is obtained from a structure for C by adding a 
(possibly nonstandard) interpretation of the operators 1, R, I (cf. 1.5.2), so 
that a “partial” semantics for the terms and a two-valued semantics of the 
formulas of the h-R-I-language for 2 can be given w.r.t. these structures, 
with the peculiarity that we allow a “non-strict evaluation of terms” (i.e., 
the evaluation of a term may be defined even if for some subterm the 
evaluation is not defined; cf. 1.53). 
The semantics of a Moschovakis “language of recursion” w.r.t. the 
“simple recursion structures” is a particular case of our semantics (cf. 
Section 1.7). 
1.51. DEFINITION. Let J&! be a structure for C. 
(i) The set ENV, (of the valuations (environments) of the variables 
of Y(Z) in ~‘4) is defined as follows: eE ENV, iff 
(il ) e is a total function from V(Z) to ./Z(S), 
(i2) if sES and v~V(s), then e(v)E&(s). 
(ii) If eE ENV.,, and vo, . . . . v, are pairwise distinct variables 
of sorts so, . . . . s,, respectively, and, for i= 0, . . . . m, xiE J?(s~), then 
eCvolxO, . . . . v,/x,] denote the element of ENV, defined by: 
for every v E V(C), e[v,/x,, . . . . 0,/x,](v) =xi’ 
ifvisviforsomei<n 
=e(v), otherwise. 
1.5.2. DEFINITION. Let JZ be a structure for 2. Y(4) is a 1-R-I- 
structure for 2 over ~44 iff Y(A)= (J.@, XYCdx), RYCAY), I,(,,), where: 
(0 bAv) E P(P(T(Z) x ENV,, .&Z(S)) x V(C)<o x T(C) x ENV,, 
A(S)) such that for every fE P(T(Z) x ENV,, A(S)), (v,, . . . . v,) E 
VW-, t E T(C) and e E ENV-, : 
01) h,c,,(f, (voy . . . . v,), t, e)J iff t is a term of a basic sort and, 
for i = 0, . . . . n, vi is a variable of a basic sort and f (t, e)J, 
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where s is the sort of t and, for i = 0, . . . . n, si is the sort of vi, 
(i3) if e’ E ENV, coincides with e on all the free variables of t, 
except possibly on the variables u,,, . . . . u,, then 
1 Y(“4YA/(f, (uo, . ..Y 4 >, 4 e) 1: 19crKjtf, <uo, . . . . 0, >, 4 e’). 
(ii) RycwKJ E P(P(T(C) x ENV,, A(S)) x V(C)-‘x T(Z) x ENV,, 
A(S)) such that for every f E P(T(C) x ENV,, A(S)), (u, uO, . . . . u,) E 
vm-, t E T(C) and e E ENV, : 
61) R9c./otf, (u, uo, . . . . u, ), t, e)l iff t is a term of a basic sort 
and, for i = 0, . . . . n, vi is a variable of a basic sort and u is a 
variable of sort (so, . . . . s, H s) and f (t, e)J 
W) if RyIP(MnY)tf; (0, uo, . . . . u,), 4 e)l, then 
RycAK)(f, (0, uol . . . . u,), t, e) E 4so, . . . . 3, ++ s), 
where (so, . . . . S,HS) is the sort of the variable u 
(ii3) if e’ E ENV, coincides with e on all the free variables of t, 
except possibly on the variables u, uo, . . . . u,, then 
R 5‘y”&f, <UT uo, ee.7 un), t, e) = RycMV)(f, <u, uo, . . . . u,), t, 0. 
(iii) bcdM) E P(P(T(C) x ENV,, A(S)) x V(C)<O x T(Z) x 
ENV, x .H(on), A!(S)) such that for every f l P(T(Z) x ENV,, M(S)), 
(UT uo, . . . . u,> E W)‘“, t E T(C), e E ENV, and x E ~Z(0n): 
W) Iy4p(Mj(f, (0, uo, . . . . un ), t, e, x)1 iff t is a term of a basic sort 
and, for i = 0, . . . . n, vi is a variable of a basic sort, and u is a 
variable of sort (so, . . . . s, H s) and f (t, e)l 
(iii2) if I,,,,(f, (u, uo, . . . . u,), t, e, x)1, then 
where (so, . . . . S,HS) is the sort of the variable u 
(iii3) if e’ E ENV, coincides with e on all the free variables of t, 
except possibly on the variables u, uo, . . . . u,, then 
I,c,,tf, (4 uo, .-., u,), t, e, x) 
= bc,,(f, (u, uo7 . . . . u,), t, e', xl. 
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1.5.3. DEFINITION. Let 4 be a structure for Z and Y”(A) a A-R-I-struc- 
ture over JZ. We define the partial function EVAL,,,) E P(T(C) x ENV,, 
M(S)) (the evaluation of rhe terms of P’(C)). by induction on T(C). For 
every e E ENV, : 
(i) if u E V(s), then EVAL,(,,(u, e) = e(u); 
. . . 
(11) tf (4; (s)) E F, then EVAL,(.,, (4, e) = JUd); 
(iii) if (4; (so, . . . . s, H s)) E F and, for every i < n, ti is a term of sort 
s;, and ((tb, . . . . t;), (t:, . . . . t;‘)) is a partition of (to, . . . . t,) such that for 
i=O , . . . . p, EVAL,,,,(t\, e)J, whereas for i= 0, . . . . q, EVAL,,w,,(t:‘, e)t, 
and (x,, . . . . x”)EAqsO)X ... x J(s,) such that, for every i< n, if 
EVAL,,,,(t,, e)J then xi= EVAL,ce,,(t,, e), then 
EVAL 9c.*o($(f0, -., t,>, e) 
if (1) below holds 
otherwise; 
(EVAL 9,.4(,(tb, e), -., EVAL ycvN,(tb, e)) is sufficient for &(4)(x,, . . . . x,) 
(see below); (1) 
(iv) EVAL 9p(Mx)~~*vo~-~~, .t, e) 
= l,c.,,(EVALy,,,, (u,, . . . . urn>, t, e); 
(v) EVAL,~,,(Rouo~~~u,~t, e) 
ZR ycAAU,(EVAL,c,,, (u, uo, . . . . u,), 4 e); 
(vi) EVAL,~,,(I”uu,~~~u, .t, e) = I,,,,(EVAL,,,,, (u, uo, . . . . u,), 
t, e, EVALyc.,,(a, e)). 
DEFINITION. Let f E P(X, x . x X,, X) and (x0, . . . . x, ) E X0 x . . . x X,. 
Let ((xb, . . . . XL), (xi, . . . . x; ) ) be a partition of (x0, ,.., x, ). (xb, . . . . XL > is 
sufficient for f(x,, . . . . x,) iff 
for every (y,,...,y,)~X~x . . . x X, such that, for i= 0, . . . . n, yi= xi if 
xi = xi for some j d p. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the function ITE, from (0, 1 1 x Xx X to X defined 
by: for every x, y E X, 
ITEA 1, x, y) = x, ITE,(O, x, Y) = Y. 
The pair (0, y> is sufficient for ITE,(O, x, y) because 
ITE,(O, x, y) = ITE,(O, x’, y) = y for every x’ E X 
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and the pair ( 1, x) is sufftcient for ITE,( 1, x y) because 
ITE,(l,x,y)=ITE,(l,x,y’)=x for every y’ E X. 
1.54. Remark. (i) If t is a term of sort s, then for every e E ENV, : if 
EVAL 9,AX(f, e)l, then EVAL,,,)(t, e) E d(s). 
(ii) We shall denote by EVAL, the function EVAL,,,, r T-(C), 
i.e., restricted to the operators-free part of Y(a). EVAL, is a usual 
evaluation of the terms of an elementary many-sorted language, with the 
following peculiarities: 
- there are terms t such that EVAL”,(t, e) is undefined, 
- we allow (cf. 1.5.3(iii)) that EVAL,(t, e) may be defined even if 
there are subterms t’ oft such that EVAL,(t’, e)t, i.e., we have a non-strict 
evaluation of terms. 
1.5.5. DEFINITION. Let JZ be a structure for C and Y’(A) a 1-R-k 
structure over .H. We define the total relation k=$Cdx, between ENV, and 
the set of all the formulas of U(Z) (the satisfaction of the formulas of 
T(X)), by induction on the formulas of Y(C). For every e E ENV,: 
(i) if (9; (so, . . . . s,)) E P and, for every i < n, ti is a term of sort si, 
then e l=gCdx, P(to, . . . . t,) iff 
1. for every i<n, EVAL,(,,(t,, e)J, 
2. <EVAL,,,,(t,, e), . . . . EVAL9(dJ(t,, e)> E 4~); 
(ii) e kCtdnu, 1A iff not e l=sCAx, A; 
(iii) e i=!&~, A 0 B (where 0 is a binary connective), as usual; 
(iv) 4=&M) Vv.A iff for every XE.~(S), e[v/x] +Y!JCdu,A; 
e k>c.xj 3v.A iff for some XE J?(S), e[v/x] l=.3pCAAv) A, 
where s is the sort of the variable v (and so s is On or a basic sort). 
The semantical consequence relation is defined (as usually) by (i) and (ii) 
below: 
(i) Let JZ be a structure for Z’, Y(d) a l-R-I-structure over .J?, A a 
formula of Y(Z), and M a set of formulas of Y(Z). 
(ill k scljA iff for every eEENV,, e +$Cdx,A; 
62) k $,,,M iff for every formula BEM, +scd,B. 
(ii) Let A be a formula of 2(C) and M a set of formulas of U(Z): 
M!= $(-nj A iff for every k-R-I-structure Y(d) over J?, if k$(&)M then 
+* A. Y(M) 
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1.5.6. Remark. (i) For every formula A of J.?(Z) and every 
ec ENV,, e k,$,.HjA or not e k$.(&,A; i.e., j=$CMv, is a total relation 
even if EVAL,,,U,, is a partial function. 
(ii) We shall denote by k% the relation k$(&*/, restricted to the for- 
mulas of Y ~ (C), ie.e., to operatorfree formulas. /= 5 is a usual satisfaction 
relation for the formulas of an elementary many-sorted language, with the 
following pecularities: 
- it is based on a partial evolution of the terms, 
- the satisfaction of an atomic formula implies the definedness of 
all the involved terms (cf. 1.5.5(i)). 
(iii) Some special features of the semantics given by Definitions 1.5.3 
and 1.5.5 are considered in the following lemma (the lemma holds even 
if we restrict ourselves to the language Y-(C) and thus to EVAL, 
and k.2. 
1.5.7. LEMMA. Let 4 be a structure for .Z and Y(A) a ~-R-I-structure 
over A?. 
(i) If t and t’ are terms of a sort s such that EVAL,,,,(t, e).l and 
EVAL LytAA((f’, ek then 
e k$c,H,t A t’ iff EVAL,,,, (4 e) z A EVAL.yc.,&t', e). 
(ii) Let t be a term of sort s, v’ a variable of sort s’, t’ a term of sort 
s’, e E ENV, . Suppose EVAL,,,,(t’, e)J. Then 
EVAL yfuyj(t[v’/t’], e) = EVAL,,.,,(t, eCv’IEVALyc,,(t’, e)lh 
(iii) Let A be a formula, v a variable of sort s, t a term of sort s, 
eeENV,. Suppose EVAL,,*,,(t, e)L. Then 
e H~.K~ W/t1 iff eCvIEVAL9~~~(t, e)l I=ZUV, A. 
(iv) Let A be a formula, v a variable of sort s, e E ENV,. 
W) If e kZbnv, Vu. A then for every term t of sort s, 
e ~lSpcdy)t=St+A[v/t]. 
(iv2) Zf for some term t of sort s, e kSpcMjt =‘t A A[v/t] then 
e k$cMx, Iv-A. 
(v) Let s be a sort of C and e E ENV,. Suppose that, for every term t 
of sort s, e FZCAu, t =’ t tff EVAL,,,,(t, e)J. If t, and t, are terms of sort 
s, then 
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Proof The proof of (i) and (ii) is trivial. The proof of (ii) and (iii) is by 
induction. The proof of (iv) follows from Definition 1.5.5 and (ii)-(iii) 
above; we give the proof of (iv2) only. 
Suppose e b g(M) Vu . A, i.e., e[u/x] + 3pCMj A. Take a term t of sort s. If 
EVAL YcdAY)(f, e)?, then (by Definition 1.4.5) not e k%(M) t =S t and thus 
e f=$c.u, t =‘t + A[u/t]. If EVAL,,u,,(t, e)J, then e[o/EVAL,,,,(t, e)] 
I= $,,,A and thus e k$CAAo A[o/t] so that trivially e kgCMv, t=” t + 
A[u/t]. The proof of (v) is as follows, by hypothesis on the sort s, 
Definition 1.5.5, and the definition of N:&. e kgCAx, tl N$ f2 iff e kg(A) 
(tl =S t, + t, =’ f2) A (f2 =S t, + t, =S tz) iff (if EVAL,,,, (tl, e)J then 
EVAL yP(A*l)(f2, e)l and EVALycAj(t,, e) =L EVALy~~~(~2, e)) and (if 
EVAL ycAAo(f2, e)l then EVAL9,,Jh, e)l and EVAL9,,,(h, e)=L 
EVAL y4P(.Kj(f2T e)) iff EVAL9c.Hdb, e) -5 EVAL9dh7 4 I 
1.5.8. DEFINTION. Let 4 be a structure for C and Y(M) a l-R-I-struc- 
ture over JG!. Let s, so, . . . . s, be sorts of Z, t a term of sort s, for i = 0, . . . . n, 
ui a distinct variable of sort si, and eE ENV,. We denote by 
IIt, e, vo, . . . . u,lYp(MA/) the partial function E P(&(so) x ... x M(s,), M(s)), 
such that for every (x0, . . . . x,) E &(so) x ... x .H(s,), 
14 e, uo, . . . . fJ”a9,“f&o~ ...T x,,) = EVAL,c,,( t, 4uo/xo, .-, ~,lx,l). 
If u o, . . . . u, are all the free variables occurring in t, then we shall denote 
the function simply by [t, e, uo, . . . . u,J~,&~ simply by (IltjjycdX), the 
denotation oft in Y(A). 
1.6. (Strongly) Standard I-R-I-Structures 
The A-R-I-structures are now specialized in (strongly) standard 1-R-I- 
structures: P-models such that the distinguished sorts, function, and 
predicate symbols, and operators have the “intended meaning.” But the 
interpretation of the compound sorts is arbitrary even in the case of 
(strongly) standard l-R-I-structures. 
Strongly standard l-R-I-structures differ from the standard ones, in the 
following: standardness conditions are expressed by using the identity in 
the case of strongly standard l-R-I-structures and by using the inter- 
pretation of the predicate symbols = ’ (where s is a sort symbol) instead of 
the identity in the case of the standard ones. 
The main result of this section states (cf. 1.6.8 and 1.6.9) that the set of 
the equations valid in every strongly standard l-R-I-structure is the same 
as the set of the equations valid in every standard l-R-I-structure. 
A next interesting step would be to obtain a characterization of 
(strongly) standard l-R-I-structures without refering to I-R-I-languages. 
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1.6.1. DEFINITION. Let A be a structure for C. A is a /?-model iff 
.M(On) is an ordinal number and A’( < On) is the order relation on the 
ordinal number A(On). 
1.6.2. DEFINITION. Let JZ be a structure for C. 
(i) A is boo/-standard iff 
01) ~(O)#-JW), 
(i2) for every x E A(bool), x =b A’(O) or x =b A(1) and not both, 
(i3) A(Booleq) is a total function from A(bool)xA(bool) to 
A’(booZ) s.t. for every x, y E A!(bool), 
~WBooleq)(x, Y) I, 
-wl)Y if xLAy 
A(o) 
2 if not x 9, y, 
(i4) for every basic sort S, d(Ite,) is a total function from 
A(booZ) x A(s) x A(S) to A(s), such that for every 
z E h!(bool) and every (x, y) E A(s) x A(s), 
JVte,)(z, 4 Y) fwM 
{ 
X, if 2 4eN.M(1) 
Y, if 2 AA M(O); 
A is strongly bool-standard iff A is bool-standard and 
A’(bool)= {A’(O), A(l)}. 
(ii) A is (strongly) F-standard iff for every (4; (s,,, . . . . s,, sb, . . . . 
s: H S) ) ) E F (where sO, . . . . S, are compound sorts and sb, . . . . si, s are 
basic sorts), A’(4) is a strongly) monotone partial function in A? from 
4so) x ... xJt(s,)xJqs~)x ... xA?(s;) to dqs). 
(iii) A’ is E-standard iff 
(iii1 ) for every basic or compound sort, A’( = “) is an equivalence 
relation on A!(S), 
(iii2) if (4; (so, . . . . s,,~s))eF and (x~,...,x,), (Y~,...,Y,,)E 
Jz(s,)x ... x A(s,) such that for evey i < n, xi =$ yi, then 
Md)(xo, . ..T x,) A “M Jw4)(Y,v -..3 YJ? 
(iii3) if (9; (s,,, . . . . s,)) E F and (x,, . . . . x,,), (y,, . . . . y,) E 
. A(Q) x . . . x A(s,,) such that for every i < n, si => yi, then 
(43, .--, X” > E 49’) iff (yo, . . . . Y, > E JW). 
A is strongly E-standard iff A is E-standard and for each 
basic or compound sort s, A( = “) is the identity on A(s). 
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(iv) A is standard (resp. strongly standard) iff .M is bool-standard, 
F-standard, and E-standard (resp. strongly boo&standard, strongly 
F-standard, and strongly E-standard). 
1.6.3. Remark. (i) If J? is a (strongly) standard structure for a 
P-similarity type C, the interpretation M(s,,, . . . . S,H S) of a compound 
sort (so, . . . . S, HS) of C needs not to be ( a subset of) the set 
P(Aqs,) x . . . x k’(s,), M(S)), and no special condition is required about 
d(Aps,, ,.._, , ,J 
(ii) Our aim is to express standardness conditions for the operators, 
i.e., conditions on EVAL,C,,(lv,. . . v, . t, e), EVAL,C.,,(Ruv,. . . u, . t, e), 
EVAL YCM*o(ItLvO~~~ v, . t, e) in order for Y(M) to be a (strongly) standard 
I-R-I-structure over JZ. 
(iii) If Y(A) is a strongly standard A-R-I-structure over J?, we do 
not require that the evaluation EVALYC,,((lu,. .. v, . t, e) of a l-term is 
the function 
x0, .'., x, -, EVALyt,,(t, 4volxo, . . . . v,lx,l) 
but simply that the function induced by EVAL,(,+, ... v, . t, ej 
through Ji!(Apso,.,.,,n,3 jis that function; so, EVAL,(,,@u,, . . . . 0,. t, e) 
may be considered as a program description of that function (cf. 
Definition 1.6.6). 
(iv) If 9(.&Z) is a strongly standard l-R-I-structure over A we 
require that EVAL,C,,(I”~oo . . . v, . t, e) induces the e(a)th iteration of the 
unique functional induced by the function 
x, x0, .-., x, + EVAL yfP(.Io(f, 4x/v, uo/xo~ .. . . ~,/-d) (1) 
and EVAL,,,,(Rvv, ... v, . t, e) induces the least fixed point of that 
functional. But the iteration and thus the least fixed point are defined only 
under the hypotheses that ~2 is a /?-model containing the closure ordinal of 
the iteration and that the function (1) is strongly monotone, so that the 
induced functional is unique and strongly monotone. As we shall prove in 
Proposition 1.6.5, a sufficient condition for (1) being strongly monotone is 
that the partial function 
e -, EVAL,,,,(t, e) (2) 
is strongly monotone w.r.t. a very natural between environments, i.e., 
that EVAL,,,, is “suitable for t” (Definition 1.6.4). This explains 
Definition 1.6.6. Proposition 1.6.8 states that EVAL,,,, is (strongly) 
suitable for every term t, if Y(A) is a (strongly) standard l-R-I-structure 
over A. 
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1.6.4. DEFINITION. Let JX be a structure for C and Y(A) a 1-R-I- 
structure over M. 
(i) Let e, .G’E ENV.,, e c_,,e’ (resp. e G e’ ) iff 
(il ) for every variable u of sort On or of a basic sort, e(u) = e’(v) 
(i2) for every variable u of a composed sort, e(u) c.& e’(u) (resp. 
e( 0) C e’(u)). 
(ii) Let r be a term of sort s, where s is On or a basic sort. 
EVAL,,,, is suitable (resp. strongly suitable) for t iff for every 
e, e’ E ENV-, and x E -I(s): 
if eE,,e’ and EVAL y(,Hj(t, e) L-H x then EVAL,cu,,(t, e’) k&x 
(resp. if e c e’ and EVAL,,,,(t, e) & x then EVALycog,(t, e’) A x ). 
(iii) Let t be a term of a compound sort s. EVAL,y(,, is suitable 
(resp. strongly suitable) or t iff for every e, e’ E ENV-, : 
if e Cbx e’ and EVAL y(AA/(fT e) 1 then 
EVAL y(.Kif, 41 and EVAL y.,AX(f, e) cd EVAL,(,,tt, 4 
(resp. if e G e’ and EVAL 9(dAl(fv e)l then 
EVAL 9(_40(f3 e’)l and EVAL ygP(MK)tf, e) L EVAL9(eHJtt, e’)). 
(iv) EVAL,,,, is suitable (resp. strongly suitable) iff for every term t, 
EVALmr, is suitable (resp. strongly suitable) for t. 
1.6.5. PROPOSITION. Let A? be a structure for 2 and 9’(A) a 1-R-I 
structure ouer A. Let t be a term of a basic sort s; for i = 0, . . . . m, u,! be 
distinct variable of a compound sort s: ; for i = 0, . . . . n, vi be a variable of a 
sort si (where si is On or a basic sort), let e E ENVuH. 
0) If EVAL,,.,, is suitable for t and A( = “) is an equivalence 
relation, then [t, e, vb, . . . . u;, uO, . . . . u,]~~.~) is a monotone function in 4 
from A(&) x . . x A!(&) x J@(s,) x . . . x A(s,) to M(s). 
(ii) If EVAL,,,, is strongly suitable for t, then [t, e, vb, . . . . &, 
vo, .*., u,]~~~~) is a strongly monotone function in A! from A!(&) x ... x 
dl(sk) x Jqs,) x . . . x A@,) to A(s). 
Proof The proof of (ii) is a simplified version of the proof of (i). The 
proof of (i) is as follows: Let (y,, . . . . y,), ( yb, . . . . yk) E A(&) x ... X 
A($,,) such that for every i < m, yi c .K yj. Let (x0, . . . . x,) E M(s,) x . . . x 
JZ(S,) and ZE&(S). Suppose that 
Bt, e, vb, . . . . UL, uo, . . . . U,lj~~(.K~tyor . . . . y,, x0, . . . . -x,) A.K 2, 
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i.e., by Defintion 1.58, EVAL,,,,(t, e[ub/y,,, . . . . uk/ym, u,/x,, . . . . u,/x,]) 
1: 5 z. Because for every i 6 m, yi E M yj, by Definition 1.6.4, we have 
eCUvo, . . . . &/Y,, uoxo, . . . . 4AJ c A eCGhb, . . . . dhk, uo/xo, . . . . u,/x,l. 
Thus, because EVAL,,&, is suitable for t and t is a term of a basic sort S, 
by Definition 1.6.4 we have 
EVAL Y(..ff)(f~ 4Ub/Yb, ..-7 &z/Yin, UO/XO? . . . . hJX”l) kf? z; 
i.e., 14 e, 4, . . . . uh, uo, . . . . U,lY(~K)(yb, .. . . yk x0, . . . . x,) => z. I 
1.6.6. DEFINITION. Let &! be a structure for C and .Y(&?) a 1-R-I 
structure over JZ. 
(i) Y(A’) is standard iff 
(il) k’ is a /&model, 
(i2) &? is standard, 
(13) lLycMAu) is standard, i.e., if t is a term of a basic sort S, 
e E ENV,, for every i< n, ui is a distinct variable of a basic 
sort si and EVAL,(,,(t, e)J, then 
EXVEVAL,,,,(~u,, . . . . u, .t, e)) =d IIt, e, uo, . . . . u,II,(,) 
(i4) R y(AAo and IycMK) are standard, i.e., if t is a term of a basic sort s, 
eEENV,, for every id n, ui is a distinct variable of a basic sort 
si, u is a variable of sort (so, . . . . s, H s), a is a free variable of sort 
On and does not occur in t, EVAL,,,,(t, e)J, EVAL,,,, is 
suitable for t, and @E Fun,( [t, e, u, uo, . . . . u,],,,,), then 
- for every ordinal p < &(On), GP is represented in J% and 
EXT(EVAL,~,,(I”uu, . ..~..t,e[a/p]))=~@~ 
- CL(@) E A!(On) and EXT(EVAL,(,,(Ruu,, . . . . u, . t, e)) =M 
CD”. 
(ii) 9’(A) is strongly standard iff 
(ii1 ) JZ is a /I-model, 
(ii2) .M is strongly standard, 
(ii31 A,(,) is strongly standard; i.e., if t is a term of a basic sort s, 
eeENV,, for every i < n, ui is a distinct variable of a basic 
sort si and EVAL,,,,(t, e)J, then 
EXT(EVAL,(,,(1u, “.u,. t, e)) = It, e, uo, . . . . u,jYtMu, 
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W) RycMK) and Iyp(Ax) are strongly standard; i.e., if t is a term of a 
basic sort S, e E ENV.,, for every i < n, u, is a distinct variable 
of a basic sort si, u is a variable of sort (s,,, ,,,, S, H s), c1 is a 
free variable of sort On and does not occur in t, 
EVAL,(,,(t, e)J, EVAL,,-,, is strongly suitable for t, and 
GE Fund( [t, e, u, u,,, . . . . u,,] 9p(M,), then 
- for every ordinal p< A(On), P’ is strongly represented in ~2 
and 
EX’WVAL,LN,(I auuO . . . u, . t, e[ a/p] )) = cP 
- CL(@)~4(0n) and EXT(EVAL,~.,,(Ruu,~~~u;t e))=@“. 
1.6.7. Remark. The denotations of terms in a given (strongly) standard 
5-R-I-structure Y’(M), induce (strong) monotone functionals, as a 
consequence of the following proposition; so, we can consider “induced 
functionals recursive on Y(J),” as those functionals induced by 
denotations of terms in 9’(A). According to Definition 1.6.6, the closure 
ordinal of the iteration of such functionals is an element of the ordinal 
d(On). 
Therefore, by considering all the (strongly) standard k-R-I-structures for 
a given l-R-I-language, we cannot fix an arbitrary bound for the closure 
ordinals of the iteration of the induced recursive functionals, and also for 
an arbitrary bound for the interpretation of the sort On. 
1.6.8. PROPOSITION. Let 4 be a structure for C and Y(A) a A-R-I- 
structure over A?. Zf 9’(A) is (strongly) standard, then EVAL,,,, is 
(strongly) suitable. 
Proof Let 9’(A) be a (strongly) standard l-R-I-structure over .H. By 
induction, we prove that EVAL,(.,, is (strongly) suitable for every term t. 
(i) For the variables of sort On, it follows from the hypothesis that 
k? is a /?-model. 
(ii) For the variables of sort s # On, it follows from the hypothesis 
that 4 is (strongly) E-standard. 
(iii) For the constants: trivial. 
(iv) For the terms beginning with a function symbol 4, it follows 
from induction hypothesis and from the hypothesis that M is (strongly) 
F-standard (i.e., J(4) is (strongly) monotone in J). 
(v) For the l-terms, it follws from induction hypothesis and from 
the hypotheses that .4? is (strongly) E-standard and k,(,, is (strongly) 
standard. 
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(vi) For the terms beginning with R or I, it follows from the 
hypothesis that R,(,, and IYCAy) are (strongly) standard, J4 is (strongly) 
E-standard and a b-model, and from the induction hypothesis. In par- 
ticular, the essential point is to prove that for every ordinal p < A(&), 
P’ G& !P (resp. @‘G !P), where CD and Y are elements of 
FunA% e, 0, vo, . . . . v,R,(,J (rev. of Fun(Ct, e, 0, uo, . . . . v,l,,,J if 
EVAL,,, j is suitable for t. 1 
1.6.9. PROPOSITION. Let C be a b-similarity type such that P, contains 
only <On and = ’ for each basic or compound sort s. For every standard 
structure A? for C there is a strongly standard structure A* for 2, for euery 
e E ENV, there is e* E ENV,,, and for every standard S-R-I-structure 
Y(A) over A there is a strongly standard l-R-I-structure Y*(M*) ouer 
A*, such that for every pair (tl, t2) of terms of a same sort s and for every 
e E ENV., 
(i) if s is a basic sort, then 
EVAL9,,,(tl, e) AM EVALycdJt2, e) 
iff EVAL y*cdy+j(tl, e*) = EVAL9ecdj(t2, e*) 
(ii) ifs is a compound sort, then 
EVAL9cA,(hy e) cA EVALycAj(t~, e) 
zjjf EVAL,.,,.,(t,, e*) c EVAL,.,,.,(t,, e*). 
ProoJ: The proof is divided in four parts. 
First part. Let 4 be a standard structure for C. We define a strongly 
standard structure A* for C, as follows. 
(a) For every basic sort s, .4!*(s) = [[x]/xE M(s)], where [x] is 
the equivalence class of x, modulo the equivalence relation A( = “) (remark 
that .M is E-standard). 
(b) For every basic sort s, A*( =“) is the identity on 4*(s). 
(c) A*(On)=A(On) and &*(<*“)=.M(<On). 
(d) For every compound sort (s,,, . . . . s, H s), we put 
A*(s,, . . . . s, H s) = [EXT*(x)/x E &(s,, . . . . s, hs)], 
where for every xc&so, . . . . S,HS), EXT*(X)E p(.M*(so) x . . . x 
A*(s,), .4*(s)) is defined by: for every (x0, . . . . x,) E .M(so) x . . . x M(s,), 
EXT*(x)( Cxol, . . . . Cd = CEX’W)(xo, . . . . x,)1 
(i.e., = CJWP, _._, s ,s(xy x0, . . . . x,)1). 
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This definition is correct, because 4 is E-standard (and thus if xi =‘I yi 
then EXT(x)(x,, . . . . x,) 112 EXT(x)(y,, . . . . y,)). Remark that: if c x y 
then EXT*(x) c EXT*(y); if xEby y then EXT*(x) = EXT*(y), and finally 
EXT(EXT*(x)) = EXT*(x). 
(e) For every compound sort s, A*( =“) is the identity on J?*(S). 
(f) If (4; (s)) E F,, we define A’(4) = [A’(d)] E A!*(s), and thus in 
particular A’*(O) = [A*(O)] and A’*(l) = [A*(l)]. 
(g) If (4; (so, . . . . s,, sb, . . . . sk H s)) E F,, where sO, . . . . s, are com- 
pound sorts and sb, . . . . s:, s are basic sorts, then A*(d) E P(A*(s,) x . . . . 
Jkl*(s,) x A’*(,$) x . . . . A*($:), A*(s)) is defined by: for every (x,, . . . . x,) 
E d(so) x . . . x A(s,) and every ( y,, . . . . y,) E A($,) x . . . x A($,), 
~*(4)(EXT*bo), . ..> EXT*(x,), Cyol, . . . . LY,I) 
= cJwd)(xo, . . . . xmr Yo, . . . . YJI. 
This definition is correct because J? is F-standard and E-standard. 
Now we prove that 
Jif* = (~*(S)),,s,(~*(~)))EFL(~*(~)).9EPI.) 
is a strongly standard structure for Z. It is immediate that A’* is strongly 
E-standard and strongly bool-standard. We verify that A* is strongly 
F-standard. Suppose (4; (so, . . . . s,, sb, . . . . s; H s)) E F,, EXT*(xi) G 
EXT*(x,!) for every i<m, and A*(q5)(EXT*(x,), . . . . EXT*(x,), [y,], . . . . 
[Y”l)=z. Then xi c .M xj for every i6 m, and &(4)(x,, . . . . x,, 
yo, . . . . Y,) =“u z; but, because A’ is F-standard, A($) is monotone in A, 
so that we have A($)(x&, . . . . XL, y,, . . . . y,) No z; i.e., A*(ti)(EXT*(xb), . . . . 
EXT*(x:,), CYOI, . . . . Cvnl) = Czl. 
Second part. Let A? be a standard structure for C. For each e E ENV,, 
we define e*EENV,., where A* is the strongly standard structure 
deftned from .I in the first part of the proof above, as follows: for every 
variable u, 
e*(u) = e(u), 
I 
Ce(~)L if u is a variable of a basic sort 
if v is a variable of sort On 
EXT*(e(u)), if v is a variable of compound sort. 
It is easy to show that ENVA. = {e*/e E ENV,}. Indeed, let e’ E ENV,. : 
we can find e E ENV, such that e’ = e*, simply by taking 
if u is a variable of sort On 
if u is a variable of a basic sort 
such that EXT*(e(u)) = e’(u), if v is of a compound sort. 
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Remark that, if e, , e2 E ENV, and e: = e:, then for every variable u: 
- if u is a variable of sort On, e,(u) = e2(v) 
- if u is a variable of a basic sort s, cl(u) => e*(u) 
- if u is a variable of a compound sort s, cl(u) ~5 e*(u). 
If f~ P(T(Z) x ENV-,, J(S,)), then we can define fan P(T(Z)x 
ENVe,., J*(S,)) as follows: for every term t and every e E ENV, : 
=f (4 e), if t is of a basic sort 
f*(4 e*) =f(t, e), if t is of sort On 
zEXT*(f(4 e)), if t is of a compound sort. 
Vice versa, for every f' E P(T(Z) x ENV,., A*(S,)) we may easily find 
fe P(T(C) x ENV,, A(S,)) such that f’ =f*. Typically, we obtain, as 
one can easily verify, that EVAL, = (EVAL.,)*. 
Third part. Let 4? be a standard structure for C, and 9(&Z) a standard 
3L-R-I-structure over .4!. We define a strongly standard A-R-I-structure 
Y*(.H*) over the structure 4?* defined from JZ as in the first part. We 
Put 
where: 
(a) for every fe P(T(Z) x ENV,, A@,)), (u,, . . . . u,) EV(C)<~, 
t E T(Z) and e E ENV, : 
1 z?*(.M*)(f*, (uo, . . . . un), 4 e*) = EXT*(k9,,,(f, Coo, .-, u,), t, e)), 
(b) for every f~ P(T(C) x ENV,, d(S)), (u, u,,, . . . . u,) EV(C)<O, 
t E T(C), and e E ENV, : 
R.v~(~+-*, (0, uo, . . . . u,h 4 e*) = EXT*(R9cAj(f, (0, uo, . . . . u,), t, e)), 
(c) for every f~ P(T(C) x ENV,, M(S)), (u, uo, . . . . u,) E V(C)‘“, 
t E T(Z), e E ENV,, and p E Af(On): 
b*(“P)u-*, (u, uo, -.., u,), 4 e*, P) = EXT*(19&f, (u, uo, . . . . u,),f, e, ~1). 
It is easy to show, by induction, that EVAL,.,,.,= (EVAL,,,,)*. 
Now, we show that Y*(&*) is strongly standard. Since JZ is a B-model, 
JZ* is a B-model. The proof that kyrCA., is strongly standard is as follows: 
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EXT(EVAL,.~,*,W,, . . . . u,, .t, e*))(Cx,l, . . . . [x,1) 
= EXT(EXT*(EVAL~,,,,(Iv,, . . . . u, .t, e))(Cx,l, . . . . Cx,l), 
since EVAL,.,.,., = (EVAL,(.,,)* 
and lLuO, . . . . II,, . t is of a compound sort, 
= EXT*(EVAL,t,,(&, . . . . 0,. t, e))(Cx,l, . . . . [x,1), 
because EXT(EXT*(x)) = EXT*(x) 
2 CEXT(EVAL,c~,,(h,, . . . . u,. t, e))(x,, . . . . x,)1, 
by definition of EXT* 
= CEVAL,,e,,(t, 4u,lx,, . . . . cJ~,1)1, 
since Y(M) (and so IYCU,,) is standard, 
N EVAL 9*c.&f, (4bh, . . . . ~,lx,l)*), 
since EVAL,.(-,,, = (EVAL,,,,)* 
and t is of a basic sort 
= EVAL9*u.H*,(t, e*C~dCd, . . . . ~,lCx,llh 
by definition of e*. 
The proof that R,.(,., and I,.C,.j are strongly standard is analogous. 
Fourth part. We prove (i) and (ii) of the proposition. 
(i) Let t, and t, be terms of a basic sort S. Then by definition of 
A*(s), we have 
EVAL yc.Xj(tl, e) G EVAL9cAj(t,t e) 
iff [EVAL ycA*c)(tl ye)l = WAL.ydt,y 41 
and, moreover, since t , and t, are terms of a basic sort and EVAL, .C-ru.j = 
(EVAL,,,,)*, we have 
CEVAL9,,,(h, e)l= CEVAbc.,&b, e)l 
iff EVAL,.,U,.,(t,, e*) N EVAL,,,,.,)(t,, e’). 
(ii) Let t, and t, be terms of a compound sort. Then by definitions of 
c, and EXT* and, since EVAL,,,,,,=(EVAL,C,,)*, we have 
EVAL y4P(MX)(fly e) c, EVAL,,,,(b, e) iff EXT(EVAL9~~~(t,~ e)) cA 
EXT(EVAL,,,,(t,, e)) iff EXT*(EVAL,,,,(t,, e)) 5 EXT* 
(EVAL 9cMX)(f2, e)) iff EVAL,=tu,8,(tl, e*) c EVAL,,*,&r2, e*). I 
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1.6.10. PROPOSITION. Let Z be a /I-similarity type, as in Proposition 
1.59. Let t, and t2 be terms of Y(Z) of a basic sort s. The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) i=?&, I- t -’ tz for every standard h-R-I-structure Y(A) for C; 
(ii) k ?JtAI() tl =’ t, for every strongly standard I.-R-I-structure Y(A) 
for .Z. 
Proof The proof that (i) implies (ii) is trivial. We prove that (ii) 
implies (i). Suppose (ii) holds and let .Y(.H) be a standard 1-R-I 
structure for C and e E ENV,. As in Proposition 1.6.9, we construct a 
strongly standard L-R-I-structure Y(A) for C and e* E ENV,. , such 
that EVAL ycdAY)(fl, e) -5 EVAL9,,,(t2, e) iff EVAL9*,.&tl, e*) N 
EVAL,.(,,,(t,, e*). But, by hypothesis (i), we have EVAL,,cu,,j(t,, e*)J, 
EVAL 9.cdaj(tZ, e*)J, and EVAL,.c,.,(tl, e*) = EVAL,,c,.,(t,, e*), so 
that we obtain e +$C./o tl =‘t,. 1 
1.6.11. Remark. (i) If Y’(.,#) is a standard l-R-I-structure, then we 
have that e k$cMv, t =‘t iff EVAL,(,, (t, e)l. This fact is the motivation of 
the abbreviation D(t) for t = t. 
(ii) We are interested in the characterization of the standard X-R-I- 
structures as a-R-I-structures which are /I-models and satisfy some 
particular axioms. Thus, we introduce the following semantical definition. 
1.6.12. DEFINITION. Let Z be a /?-similarity type, A a formula of Y(C) 
and M a set of formulas of p(C). M kB* A iff for every S-R-I-structure 
Y’(4) over & such that J? is a /?-model, if bgCdK) M then b$Cdu, A. 
1.7. Comparison with Moschovakis’ Recursion Structures and Languages 
/?-similarity types are related to simple signatures, strongly standard 1-R-I 
structures are related to simple recursion structures, and l-R-I-languages 
are related to Moschovakis’ languages of recursion. In this paragraph we 
define a strongly standard l-R-I-structure from any given simple recursion 
structure, and vice versa-an important role in this definition is the con- 
sideration of the set of all the least fixed points of the monotone functionals 
recursive on -c4, where d is a recursion structure. 
So, strongly standard l-R-I-structures can replace Moschovakis’ recur- 
sion structures, and L-R-I-languages can replace Moschovakis’ languages 
of recursion. The improvement is that we deal with richer and deeper struc- 
tures, and with useful extensions of a high-level programming language, 
in which properties of programs (e.g., termination, partial, or total 
correctness) can be expressed as in logics of programs. 
1.7.1. DEFINITION. Let (T = (S, F) be a simple signature. 
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(i) We define the P-similarity type induced by a, C,, as follows: 
(il) Bzo=B, G,=C Szc9 C,,,, {On)) 
(i2) FzO=F 
(i3) PzO contains exactly the pair ( < On; (On, On)) and for each 
basic or compound sort s of C, the pair ( = ‘; (s, 8)). 
Thus, the language REC’(a) is a sublanguage of 9’(Z,), in particular every 
term of REC’(a) is a term of T(C,). 
(ii) For every simple recursion structure & = (%‘, 9 ) of signature a 
we define a strongly standard structure A& for C, as follows: 
(iil) A&(h) = {p/p = CL(f) and f is a monotone functional 
recursive on .5zI} 
(ii2) A&(s)=@(s) for every sort s 
(ii3) -d&(d) = Y(d) 
(ii4) AS-( = “) is the identity on A&(s) 
(ii5) A&( 6 On) is the order relation on A&(&z). 
Thus A& is a P-model. 
(iii) For every strongly standard structure A? for Z,, we define a 
simple recursion structure &A = (4X4, TA) as follows: 
(iiil) for every basic sort s, e.&(s) = A’(s); 
(iii2) 9A(Booleq) is the characteristic function of the identity on 
(0, l}, FJIte,) is the ,,if . . . then . . . else . ..” funtion w.r.t. 
the set 4&(s), and F~(Ap,,,,.,,m,,) is the partial functional 
“application” of the partial function belonging to [FD(eA(sO) 
x ... x ey(s,), %“#(s)) to n-ples E eM(sO) x ... x aA( 
(ii3) if (4; (so, . . . . s,, sb, . . . . sh HS)) E FzO, where sO, . . . . s, are 
compound sorts, then F&(4) E Fun(A!(#)) (because J’Z 
is strongly standard, it is unique and monotone); if 
Cd; (so, . . . . s, ++ s)) E FzG, where s,,, . . . . s, are basic sorts, then 
F-K(4) = d(4). 
(iv) For every simple recursion structure d = (9, S) of signature 
a, we define a strongly standard A-R-I-structure Y,(A&) over A& (cf. (ii) 
above), as follows: 
W) bd,,, E WWW,) x ENV,, ~.cAS,J) x W,)- x 
TV,) x ENV,, JZ~(S,J) such that for every 
f~W'V~,)xENV,,, ~sAS,c)), (v,,..., v,)EV(~Z,)-, 
t E T(X,) and e E ENV, : 
-I. 9xJcd)(f, (vo, . ..Y v,), t, e)J iff t is a term of a basic sort and 
for i = 0, . . . . n, vi is a variable of a basic sort and f (t, e)J, 
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- if S Y.&rd)(f, (uo, *--v II,), t, e)l, then it is the partial function 
E AsAs0 , . ..) s, H s) = P(A&(S,) x *-. x Ad(&), A&/(s))- 
where s is the sort of t and for i = 0, . . . . n, sj is the sort of 
o,-such that for every (x,, . . . . x,) E J?~(s,) x . . . x Ad(s,), 
a 9dc.ti,dLL <uo, . . . . un), 4 e)(xo, . . . . x,) =f(t, 4uo/xo, . . . . cJd) 
(iv21 R,,,, E WW~,) x ENV,, 4cA%J x W,)- x 
‘UC,) x ENV,, JG(S,J) I,,.,, E W(W,) x 
ENV,, ~sJS,N x VV,)<“’ x ‘UC,) x ENV, x 
AA( J%‘~(S,~)) such that for every fE P(T(Z,) x 
ENV,, JG&,,)), (u,uo, a.., u,> E VG,)‘“, t E TV,), 
e E ENV, and p E A!&( On): 
-R 9dpg/ce/idj(f) <uo, . . . . u,), t, e)l and 19d,M.,Jf, <uo, -.., un), 
t, e, p)i iff t is a term of a basic sort and for i = 0, . . . . n, ui is a 
variable of a basic sort, and u is a variable of sort (so, . . . . 
s, H ~1, and f(t, e)l, 
- if R Yw&4)(f, (uo, ...* u,), t, e)l and I,,,,(f, <uoy . . . . u,), 
4 e, p)l, then 
I ydc.HdLL (uo, . . . . u,), t, 5 P) = Qr 
R 9dsps/(-Iydj(f, (uo, . . . . u,), 4 e) = @“, 
where @ is the functional E P(P(.&~(s,x . . . x AJs,), 
Ad(S)) x -,@B/(so)x ... x A”(s,,), A&(s))-where s is the 
sort of t and for i= 0, . . . . n, si is the sort of u,-such that 
for every g E P(AJs,) x ... xAJ.s,), J’,(s)) and every 
(x0, ‘.., x,> EJL(so) x ..- x Jcd(&J, 
@(g, x0, . . . . x,) -fit, 4u/g, uo/xo, . . . . w,l). 
1.7.2. PROPOSITION. Let o be a simple recursion signature. 
(i) For every strongly standard structure J# for C, and for every 
e E ENV, we define e* E ENV, such that, $9’(M) is a strongly standard 
k-R-I-structure over A, the following holds for every e E ENV, and every 
term t of REC’(o): 
(il) zf t is of a basic sort, then EVAL,,,,(t, e) N Val,,(e*, t) 
(i2) zf t is of u compound sort, then EXT(EVAL,(,,(t, e))- 
Val,,(e*, t). 
(ii) For euery simple recursion structure d of signature o and for 
every e E ENV,, we define e* E ENV, such that for every e E ENV, and 
every term t of REC’(o), 
Valde, t) = EVAL,,,,(t, e). 
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Proof of (i). Let &? be a strongly standard structure ./z? for Z,. For 
every e E ENV, we define e* E ENV, as follows: for every variable u of 
REC’(o), 
e*(u) = e(u), if u is of a basic sort 
EWe(u)), if u is of a compound sort. 
Now, suppose .Y’(JZ) is a strongly standard k-R-I-structure over JZ for C,, 
so that JY is a p-model. We prove (il)-(i2) by induction on the construc- 
tion of terms of REC’(a) (in the following EVAL is EVAL,(,,, Val is 
Val,): 
If the term is a variable: immediate by definition. 
If the term is 0 or 1: immediate because JZ is B-standard. 
If the term is &to, . . . . t,, tb, . . . . t:), with t,, . . . . t, terms of compound 
sorts and tb, . . . . t; terms of basic sorts, let @E Fun(JZ(#)) (unique, because 
.4 is strongly standard) and then 
EVAL(q5(t,, . . . . t,, tb, . . . . t;), e) 
N d(q5)(EVAL(t,, e), . . . . EVAL(t,, e), EVAL(tb, e), . . . . EVAL(tk, e)), 
by definition 
= Qi(EXT(EVAL(t,, e)), . . . . EXT(EVAL(t,, e)), 
EVAL(tb, e), . . . . EVAL(th, e)), 
since @E Fun(.&($)) 
N @(Val(e*, t,), . . . . Val(e*, t,), Val(e*, tb), . . . . Val(e*, t;)), 
by induction hypothesis 
1: Val(e*, rj(to, . . . . t,, tb, . . . . tk)), by definition. 
(In the above case we use the hypothesis that all the immediate subterms 
have a defined evaluation; but the proof may be generalized without this 
hypothesis). 
If the term is kuO...u,. t, then by definition EVAL@u, . .. u, . t, e)l iff 
Val(e*, Au,, . . . u, . t)l, so that EXT(EVAL(& . . . u, . t, e))J iff Val(e*, 
bu, . * . u, . t)l. Now, let EXT(EVAL(Su, ‘.. u, . t, e))l and (x0, . . . . x,) E 
“d&(S()) x ... x &!&(s,) (where s is the sort of t and for i = 0, . . . . n, si is the 
sort of u,); then 
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EXT(EVAL(kv, . . . v, . t, e))(x,, . . . . x,) 
= EVWt, eCuolxo, .. . . v,lx,l), since Y(A) is strongly standard 
2: Val((e[vo/xo, . . . . v,lx,l)*, t), by induction hypothesis 
N Val(e*, t)(xo, . . . . x,), by definition. 
If the term is Ruv, ... v, . t, then by definition EVAL(Rvv, . . . v, . t, e)J 
iff Val(e*, Rvu,, . . . v, . t)l, so that EXT( EVAL( Rvu, . . . v, . t, e))J iff 
Val(e*, Rvv, . . . v, . t)l. Now, let EXT(EVAL(Rvu, . . v, . t, e))l: since 
Y(M) is strongly standard, 
EXT(EVAL(Rvv, . . . v, . t, e)) = Qm, 
where @ is the unique element of Fun( [t, e, u, vO, . . . . v,J), whereas by 
definition 
Val(e*, Ruv, . . v, . t) = Y’“, 
where Y is the functional s.t. @(g, x0, . . . . x,) N Val(e*[v/g, vO/xO, . . . . 
u~/x,,], t). Since .,H is a /?-model, and by definition of .4?(0n), we obtain 
@” = Y”, if we prove that for every /J < k!(On), 
This is done by induction on p. Suppose @” = ‘Y” for every v <p; then 
@“(x0, . . . . x,) 
21 @(@“, xg, . . . . x,) for some v < ,u, by Proposition 1.3.10 
‘v EVAL(t, e[v/EVAL(I”vv, “‘0, .t, ddpl), voIxo, ..-, GGJ~ 
since Y(d) is strongly standard and by definition of @ 
N Val((e[v/EVAL(Iavv,~~~v,~ t, e[cr/v]), v,/x,, . . . . v,/x,])*, t), 
by induction hypothesis on t 
z Val(e*[v/EXT(EVAL(I%v,~~~v,~ t, e*[cc/v]), Q/X,, . . . . unxn], t), 
by definition of e* 
N Val(e*[v/@“, Q/X,, . . . . un/xn], t), 
because Y’(d) is strongly standard 
N Val(e*[v/!Y, vO/xO, . . . . u,], t), 
by induction hypothesis Qi” = p 
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2: Y( Y, x0, . ..) Xn), by definition of Y 
= vy, x0, . . . . x,)9 by definition of Y 
1: !P(x 0, . . . . xn), by Proposition 1.3.1O(iil), 
Proof of (ii). Immediate, if we define e* as any extension of e to the 
variables of sort On. 1 
1.7.4. PROPOSITION. Let CT be a simple recursion signature and K the 
class of all the simple recursion structures of signature (T. We find a 1-R-I- 
language JZ(C,) extension of REC’( ) o , such that for every basic sort of s of 
CJ and every pair (t,, tz) of terms of sort s, in the language REC’(o), the 
following are equivalent 
(i) 06 k t, =A t, 
(ii) l=Icy~~ul h =’ f2f or every strongly standard l-R-I-structure Y’(A) 
for C, 
(iii) l==X,.x, 1- t -’ t, for every standard A-R-I-structure Y”(4) for 2,. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are equivalent by Proposition 1.7.3 and by 
definitions; (ii) and (iii) are equal by Proposition 1.6.10. 
1.7.5. Remarks. (i) Consider the program expressed by a term t of the 
language of recursion REC’(o), according to (Moschovakis, 1984). The ter- 
mination property of the program t is expressed by the formula D(t), and 
the partial correctness property of the program t w.r.t. the precondition 
(expressed by a formula) A and the postcondition (expressed by the 
formula) B is expressed by the formula A A D(t) + B(v/t]. 
(ii) The validity of tl =S t, in every simple recursion structure d is 
equivalent by the above proposition 1.7.4 to the validity in every (strongly) 
standard I-R-I-structure for the corresponding p-similarity type. But in the 
construction of a strongly standard l-R-I-strucure for any given simple 
recursion structure d, we need to take as interpretation of the sort On just 
the set of all the closure ordinals of the “functionals recursive on ~8”‘; so, 
because we cannot fix an arbitrary bound for such closure ordinals when 
we consider afl the simple recursion structures of a given simple signature, 
in order to solve Moschovakis’ question we need to consider the validity 
in every standard I-R-I-structure, without any bound on the size of the 
interpretation of the sort On. 
2. THE ~-LOGIC FOR THE RECURSION 
We find, for every P-similarity type, a recursive set of axioms and a 
syntactical concept of proof (a variant of the Girard’s /?-proofs), complete 
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w.r.t. the validity in every standard l-R-I-structure. So, by means of the 
results obtained in the Section 1, we give our solution of Moschovakis’ 
question. 
2.1. Axiom System 
The recursive set of axioms we give for each /Csimilarity type C is such 
that every l-R-I-structure which is a P-model and satisfies the axioms is 
standard. 
In particular, the hypothesis that “A is a j-model” (not expressible by 
means of first-order axioms) is needed to prove-from the hypothesis 
that “Y(A) satisfies the axiom schemata (for the recursion and 
iteration)“-that RYp(.&, and K4Yc.Kj are standard. 
2.1.1. DEFINITION. Let Z be a /?-similarity type. Let B be a formula of 
U(C). B E AX(C) iff B is an instantiation of one of the following schemata: 
(i) Axiom schemata B (bool) 
(Bl) O=bO~ l=bl 
(B2) ~(0’~ 1) 
(B3) D(t,)+t=bO v t=bl 
(B4) t, =b t, -+ Booleq(t,, tJ =b 1 
(B5) l(t, =b tz) A D(tl) A D(t2) +Booleq(t,, t2) =b 0 
W) WooWt,, t2)) -, D(t,) A D(t2) 
(B7) D(t,) A t =b 1 --+Ite,(t, t,, tz) =‘t, 
(B8) D(t2) A t =b 0 +Ite,(t, t,, t2) =‘t, 
(B9) D(Ite,(t, t,, tz)) + (D(t,) A t =b 1) v D(t,) A t =b 0) 
(ii) Axiom schemata F (function symbols) 
(F, 4) to C t; A ... A t, C t:, + VU,,.-.u,u(f,b(t,,, . . . . t,, t&,.--v,) 
=’ u -+ c,5(to, . . . . t,, u. . ..u.) =’ u) (4 E F,). 
(iii) Axiom schemata E (equality predicate symbols) 
(El 1 u =S u, for every variable u of sort (basic or compound) s 
(J3) t, =‘t, -, (ACdtll -+ Nultzl) 
(E3,W g’(t,, . . . . t,) + D(ti) for every i = 0, . . . . n (9 E Pz) 
(E4) WtlL-ultzl)+D(t,) v Vu’(t,Cult,l)=“t,Co/o’l) 
(iv) Axiom schemata 1 (abstraction) 
(Al) D(t) -+ D(lu,.-.u;t) 
PI D(t) + AP, ,..., ,,A%, . . . u,, .t, to, . . . . t,) =S tC@,, . . . . ~A1 
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(v) Axiom schemata R-I (recursion and iteration) 
(R-I, 1) D(t) -+ D(Ruu,...v,. t) A VcrD(I”uu,~~~u,~t) 
(R-I, 2) D(t -+ Va(Ap, “,.,., sn,s(IoLuuo.. v, . t, to, . . . . t,) =S t’ t* l/?(fi 
< tl A t[u/I%u,~~~ 0, t, u,/t,, . ..) u,/t,] ES t’)) 
(R-I, 3) D(t) + 3aVv; ... u;(Ap, ...,, r,,,r(Iau~o.. . u, t, vb . . . u;) 2.’ 
t[u/I”uzl,~~~ IJ, . 4 void,, . ..> ~,,l4,1 A AP,,....~JI~w, . . .u, . 
t, 4 . ..o.) E’ Ap, ,,,,. ,,,~(Ruu~...u,, . t, t$,...u;)) 
(R-1, 4) D(t) --i (AP, o,,..,. rn,.s(Rw, . . .u, . t, to, . . . . t,) =’ 
t[o/Rvv,~~~u,, t, o,/t,, . . . . v,/t,]) 
(R-I, 5) D(t) A D(t’) A V’vo . . UAp,,...,.,Jt’, uo . . .o,) =” 
t(u/t’]) + RuuO~~~u,~ Gt’. 
2.1.2. PROPOSITION. Let Z be a P-similarity type and JS%? a structure for 
C. Suppose that JZ is a P-model. Then, for every L-R-I-structure 9’(J) over 
4? the following are equivalent: 
(i) t=$f./IIAW) 
(ii) Y’(A) is standard. 
Proof: The proof that (ii) implies (i) is left as an exercise to the reader. 
We give the proof that (i) implies (ii). Suppose that JX is a p-model and 
k$C.I, Ax(Z). First, it is easy to verify-by induction- that for every 
term t and every eEENV.&:e /=$.ToMjt=“t iff EVAL9,,,(t,e)J. 
Moreover, it is easy to verify that Jt? is bool-standard, E-standard, and 
F-standard. 
Now, we prove that h,YC.Kj is standard. Let t be a term of a basic sort s, 
and for i6 n, vi a variable of a basic sort si. Let e E ENV”#, and EVAL,,.,, 
(t, e)l. Let (x0, . . . . x,) E &(so) x ... x &!(s,). Take ub, . . . . o; be distinct 
variables not occurring in t, or sorts so, ,,,, s”, respectively. Let Ap be 
AP sg ,,,,. s.,s and EVAL be EVAL,,., ). Because k ,$,.,,(A, 2), we have 
e[ub/x,,, . . . . ui/x,] k$cbH, D(t) + Ap(lv, . ..u., .t, ub...ui) 
‘5 s t[o,/& . . . . v,/v;1 
and, because EVAL,,.,,(t, e)l and ub, . . . . u; do not occur in t, 
44/x0, . . . . 4/x,1 k$cAA/) D(t) 
so that we get 
44/x0, . . . . u;/x,l k&/(,ApWo...c.t, 4, . . . . u;) 
2: s t[uo/u~, . ..) VJO;]. 
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Thus, because e’ k$cUKJ t’=’ t’ iff EVAL,,.,,(t’, e’)J for every e’, t’s, we 
have by Lemma 1.5.7(v) di’(Ap(EVAL(lu, ... u, . t, e[t&/xo, . . . . ok/x,]), 
x0, . . . . x,) ~2 EVAL(t[u,/ub, . . . . u,/uk], e[ub/x,, ,.., t&/x,]). But ub, . . . . okdo 
not occur in t, so that 
EVAL(1u, “‘u,, .t, e[ub/x,, . . . . uk/x,])& UN EVAL( hu, . . . u, . t, e) 
EVAL(t[u,/& . . . . u,/u~], e[ub/x,, . . . . uk/x,]) 
&,I( EVAL(t, e[uo/xo, . . . . u,/x,]) 
and therefore we can conclude 
di’(Ap)(EVAL(lu,.~~u;t, e), x0, . . . . x,) k-.X EVAL(t, e[u,/x,, . . . . u,/x,]). 
Finally, we prove that R9p(bHJ and I,(,, are standard: in this proof we 
use the hypothesis that 4 is a p-model, so that JZ(On) is an ordinal num- 
ber. Let t be a term of a basic sort, s, for i < n, ui a variable of a basic sort 
si, u a variable of sort (so, . . . . s, H s), CI a variable of sort On not ocurring 
free in t. Let e E ENV,, EVAL,(-,,(t, e)J, and EVALYCU,, (suitable for t. 
Let @E FunA[t, e, uo, . . . . dl~~,/o). Let AP be AP~,,,...,~.,~, EVAL be 
EVAL,c-,,, and k be Kkxj. We show that for every ordinal 
I* < AtOn), 
CD@ is represented in J& and EXT(EVAL(I”uuo “.u,. t, e[u/p]) = @“. 
By tramfinite induction. Suppose that for every v< p <A(On), @” 
is represented in 4! and EXT(EVAL(I”uu, . . . u,t, e[cr/v]) = Qi’. Take 
d, u;, . ..) u; be distinct variables not occurring in t, of sorts s, so, . . . . s, 
respectively. Let (x0, . . . . x,)~~Z(.s~)x ... x~Z(s,) and x~.M(s). Because 
k (R-I, 2), we have that e[z&/x,, . . . . uk/x,, v’/x, Z/P] /= D(t) + 
Va(Ap(Iavvo . . . v, . t, vb, . . . . u;) N’ u’ ++ 3j3 < a(t[u/I”uuo ... v, . t, 
uolub, ..‘> v,/u;] =S v’)), and because EVAL(t, e)J and u’, oh ... vk, ct do not 
occur in t we have that e[t&/xo, . . . . uk/x,, VI/X, cc/p] + D(t), so that we get: 
e[ub/x,, . . . . t$/x,, d/x, a/p] + Vu(Ap(Iauuo --.u,, . t, ub, . . . . uk) czS u’ c-) 3/? 
< a(t[v/I”uuo~~ ‘Un . t, v,/v;, . ..) u,/u~] =S u’)). Then, by using Lemma 
1.5.7(iii), JZ(A~)(EVAL(I~VV~~~~U,~~, e[a/p], x0, . . . . X,)N~X 
iff there is v < p such that EVAL(t, e[u/EVAL(I%u, . . . u,, . t, e[fi/v]), 
x0, . ..) x,) N:@ x 
iff (by definitions) there is v -CP such that [t, e, vo, . . . . u,jyCrKj 
(EVAL(Ibu, . ..u..t, e[/?/vJ), x0, . . . . x,)E~~x 
iff (by definition of @) there is v -CP such that 
@(EXT(EVAL(I%v, . ..u. .t, e[B/v])), x0, . . . . x,) => x 
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iff (by induction hypothesis and Proposition 1.3.6 (because @ is 
monotone in JZ) there is v <CL such that @(CD’, x0, . . . . x,) rr> x 
iff (by Proposition 1.3.10) @“(x,, . . . . x,) =fK x. 
By using the axiom schema (R-I, 3), we prove that @” is represented in JY 
and EXT(EVAL(Ruu, . . . U, t, e) = op”; the proof is left to the reader. 
Remark that in this proof we did not use axiom schema (R-I, 5) (cf. 
Remark 1.3.11). 1 
2.2. The /S-Proofs for the Recursion (“@-Proofs”) 
Our aim is to obtain, by means of syntactical proofs, all and only those 
formulas of a k-R-I-language which are valid in ever standard )L-R-I-struc- 
ture, i.e.-by the result obtained in the previous paragraph-valid in every 
li-R-I-structure which is a P-model and satisfies the above listed first-order 
axioms, and we do not want to impose a bound on the size of the P-models 
(as explained in 1.75). Thus, we need to characterize in a syntactical way 
the validity in every P-model. The usual first-order proofs are insufficient, 
and the same holds for the recursive o-proofs which are the syntactical 
proofs needed to obtain all and only those formulas (of a given first-order 
language) valid in every w-model. 
Girard’s recursive P-proofs play-for the validity in every /?-model-the 
same role as the recursive o-proofs for the validity in every o-model. 
Remark that the logical complexity of a /?-proof is ni, whereas that of a 
w-proof is n;. 
We modify Girard’s concept of p-proof, in order to deal with terms 
whose semantical evaluation may be undefined, as in the semantics of the 
S-R-I-languages. 
2.2.1. DEFINITION. Let p be an ordinal number. Let Z be a B-similarity 
type. 
(i) From the L-R-I-language Y(Z), we obtain the P-A-R-I-language 
Y(C)-p as follows: 
- add to the alphabeth a constant [ for every < <: ~1; 
- add to the definition of terms the clause “if 4: <p, then { is a 
term of sort On.” 
(ii) A sequent in the language Y(Z)-p is a configuration f 3 A, 
where r and A are (possibly empty) finite sequences of formulas of 
=Jw)-P. 
(iii) Let A be a formula of 9(2)-p and r=~- A a sequent of 9(C)-p. 
A (resp. r=> A) is On-closed iff no free variable of sort On occurs in it. 
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2.2.2. DEFINITION. Let ~1 be an ordinal number. Let C be a j&similarity 
type. 
(i) From any l-R-I-structure sP(&!) for Z over .&Z, we obtain a 
P-h-R-I-structure for 2, denoted by 9(&Y)-,u, as follows: 
- add for every 5 < p, A([) E &‘(On), 
- to the defiition of EVAL,,,, add the clause “if r <p, then 
EVAL yc.M,(5; e) = A(t).” 
(ii) (Stronly) standard @-R-I-structures Y(JZ)-~ are defined as the 
(strongly) standard l-R-I-structures with the following additional 
conditions: 
A(On)Gb J.fQE) = r for every 5 < p. 
2.2.3. DEFINITION. Let p be an ordinal number, C a P-similarity type, 
r’ *A’ a On-closed sequent of Y(Z)-p, M a set of On-closed formulas of 
-Wm. 
(i) n is a pre-p-*-proof of r’ =z- A’ from M in U(Z)+ iff 7~ is a tree of 
On-closed sequents of 9(.X)-p, constructed according to the axioms and 
rules listed below. 
(ii) II is a p-*-proof of r’* A’ from M in P’(Z)-p iff II is a 
pre-p-*-proof of r’=+ A’ from M in 9(Z)+ and rc is well-founded tree. 
AXIOMS 
r, A 3 A, A, where A is a formula and r and A are finite sequences of 
formulas. 
Structural rules: usual (weakening, contraction, exchange) (cf. Girard, 
in press) 
Cut rule: usual (cf. Girard, in press) 
Propositional rules: usual (cf. Girard, in press) 
Quantificational rules, for the sort On: the ones introduced in (Girard, 
in press), i.e., 
.-.> . r= AIIa/~f;ijf; every 4 < 14 (rv, On) 
3 
rkAiEpaT A (lV, On) 
9 
. . . . r, A[a/[] =P A; . . . (for every 5 <p) 
r,3aA-A (15 On) 
(where a is a variable of sort On). 
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Quantifj:cationaf rules, for the basic sorts: modification of the usual 
ones, as follows (s is a basic sort of C) 
2.2.4. Remark. In the following we shall use concepts, results and 
notations of (Girard, in press). In particular: 
(i) ON is the category of the ordinal numbers (the morphisms from 
an ordinal p to an ordinal v are the elements of 4(~, v), i.e. the strictly 
increasing functions from p to v); 
(ii) if v is an ordinal number, rc,, is a pre-p-*-proof and f~ Y(p, v), 
then frr?r, denotes the result of the partial operation off-mutilation ofn,, i.e., 
- first, we cut all premises of index t $3(f) ( =range off) and 
what is above those premises, in all rules (t-V, On) and (13, On) 
occurring in rr,, 
- in the “multilated” pre-v-*-proof, if there remain parameters [ 
with 5 4 3(f), then ‘rc, cannot be defined; otherwise, replace 
systematically all parameters f(5) by [ and the resulting 
pre-j.4*-proof is frr,. 
2.2.5. DEFINITIONS. Let C be a /&similarity type. Let r=> A be a 
On-closed sequent of P(E) and M be a set of On-closed sequents of Y(C). 
(i) TC is a pre-p-*-proof of I-=s A from M in Y(C) iff rc = (TC,,)~~ On 
and 
(il ) for every ordinal p, rcP is a pre-p-*-proof of r* A from M in 
~(V-P, 
(i2) for every CL, v and every f~ Y(p, v) rc, =f~,. 
(ii) x is a recursive pre-/?-*-proof of r+ A from M in 9(Z) iff 
7~ = (TT@),,~~,, is a pre+-proof of I-* A from M in Y(C) and the function 
is a recursive function. 
(iii) n: is a (recursive) @+-proof of l-3 A from M in Y(Z) iff 
rt = (7~~)~ E On is a (recursive) pre-/?-*-proof of r=~ A from M in .5?(C) and 
for every ordinal p, rtg is a p-*-proof of r=> A from M in U(C). 
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(iv) M &* f * A iff there is a recursive fi-*-proof of r* A from M. 
(In particular: M 4’ A stands for M kp’ *A). 
2.2.6. PROPOSITION. Let C be a p-similarity type. Let r* A be a 
On-closed sequent of Y(C) and M be a set of On-closed sequents of Y(C). 
Let n = (7~~)~~ On be a @proof of r* A from M in S?(C). Define the 
functor 71 as follows: 
for every ordinal p, n(p) = 7c,, ; for every f E y(p, v), n(f) =f: 
Then II preserves direct limits and pull-backs, so that x = (r~~)~~ on is entirely 
determined b-y the values 
7c(n)=7c, for nEm, x(f) = f for f morphism in ON < o, 
i.e., by the family (n,),E,. Therefore, if z is recursive, then 7~ is a syntactical 
object. 
Proof The same as in Girard (in press). 1 
2.3. Completeness Theorem 
We modify the completeness theorem of the /?-logic, in order to deal with 
our fi-*-proofs instead of /?-proofs. The proof of this theorem is the ground 
of the consideration of I-R-I-structures and standard I-R-I-structures: if a 
formula is not provable by means of @-proof from the axioms listed in 
2.1, then we find a l-R-I-structure in which the formula is not true and we 
prove that this structure is standard, but we cannot in general obtain a 
strongly standard h-R-I-structure with this property. 
2.3.1. PROPOSITION. Let C be a B-similarity type. Let A be a On-closed 
formula of 9(.X) and M be a set of On-closedformulas of Y(Z). 
If there is a ,a-*-proof of *A from M v AX(C), then k$(./o A for every 
l-R-I-structure Y(M) for C such that JZ is a p-model with M(On) 6 p and 
k~,.//,MuAXW 
Proof: Let z be the CL-*-proof of *A from M u AX(Z). Let 9’(A) be a 
k-R-I-structure for Z such that 4? is a /?-model with &(On) <p and 
I= $=C./o M uAX(C). By induction on 71, we prove that for every sequent 
r’=s- A’ in IC +gCdx, r’ =E. A’, so that, m particular, +Y$CAx, A. The proof is 
straightforward, as in (Girard, in press); the most interesting cases are 
those of quantificational rules for the sort On (in the case we use the 
hypothesis that ,u > A(On)) and for the basic sorts. We consider the cases 
related to our modified quantificational rules for the basic sorts of Z. 
Case (IV, s). Suppose r’ =z. A’ be obtained by means of (IV, s), so that it 
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is f, VuB =z. A and the premise is r, t =’ t -+ B[u/t] Q A, where t is a term 
of sort s. By induction hypothesis, we know that /=$(./. (A r) A (t =’ t -+ 
B[u/t]) -+ (VA) (where (A ZJ is the conjunction of all the formulas in f 
and (V A) is the disjunction of all the formulas in A). Let e E ENV-, and 
suppose that e +$(UH) (A r) A VuB. We show that e k$(,#) (A I-) A 
(t =‘t +B[u/t]), so that we obtain e +$(&, (VA) from the induction 
hypothesis. Since e +$(.#, (A f) A VuB, we have ei=$,.x, VuB, so that by 
Lemma 157(ivl) e k$,,.u, t =‘t + B[u/t], and therefore e k$(.&, (A I’) 
A (t =‘t + B[u/t]). 
Case (r3, s). The proof is analogous, by using Lemma 1.5.7(iv2). 1 
2.3.2. PROPOSITION (Main theorem). Let C be a j-similarity type. 
For every On-closed formula A of Y(C), for every (recursive) set M of 
On-closed formulas of Y(Z), there is a (recursive) pre-*-proof 7t = (~~,)~~o~ 
of *A from M v AX(Z), such that for every ordinal p, nfl is a p-*-proof of 
aA from M u AX(C) iff /= !JtMny) A for euery k-R-I-structure Y(d) for C 
such that ~4? is a P-model with &(On)<p and b$(,*/, MU AX(Z). 
Proof: We follow the proof of the corresponding theorem given in 
(Girard, in press); so, we expose in full detail only the parts which are 
different in our context. 
First part. For every ordinal p, we give a Goedel numbering of the 
terms and formulas of Y(Z)-p, which is “functorial” (we are using ordinal 
numbers): this is done exactly as in (Girard, in press), because our new 
symbols offer no difficulty. 
Second part. For every ordinal p, we perform the construction of zU in 
“stages,” such that at each stage n E w  we have a pre-p-*-proof of *A from 
Mu AX(C) u “hypotheses of stage n,” and in each “hypothesis of stage n 
we have 
- a sequent I-* A of 9(2)-p (in the case n = 0, the sequent *A), 
- a distinguished occurrence of a formula B in the sequent (in the 
case n=O, A), 
- a finite set {g,, . . . . 5,) of ordinal constants, containing all the 
ordinal parameters off 3 A; this set will change only when the rule used is 
(rV, On) or (13, On), and it is Qr in the case n = 0. 
We have to indicate how we go from the stage n to the stage n + 1: we 
add a “portion of proof” above each “hypothesis of stage n” in 7cP,, as 
follows. Consider an “hypothesis of stage n” r* A with its distinguished 
formula B and its ordinal parameters set { [, , . . . . [,}. 
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(a) If r* d can be obtained from an axiom or from a sequent =& 
(with C E M) by means of weakening rules, then add the portion of proof 
as in (Girard, in press). 
(b) Assume we are not in the case (a), and that B occurs in d. If B is 
an atomic formula or B, o B, (for a binary connective o), or lB’, or VaB’, 
or 3ctB’ (where CI is a variable of sort On), then the portion of proof to be 
added is as in (Girard, in press). If B is VuB’ (where u is a variable of a 
basic sort s), then the portion of proof to be added is 
raced” A (rV, S) and structural rules, 
where u’ is a variable of sort s not occurring in r* A. 
If B is 3uB’ (where u is a variable of a basic sort s), then the portion of 
proof to be added is 
rat, =’ t, A B’[t,], . . . . t, =’ t, A B’[t,], A 
I-3 t, =‘t, A B’[t,], . . . . t, =‘t, A B’[t,J, A 
(r3, s), str 
where t,, . . . . t, are the first n + 1 terms of sort s according to the given 
Goedel numbering. 
(c) Assume we are not in case (b), and so B occurs in r. If B is an 
atomic formula, or B, o B, (for a binary connective o), or -IB’, or VaB’, or 
3aB’ (where a is a variable of sort On), then the portion of proof to be 
added is as in (Girard, in press). If B is VuB’ (where u is a variable of a 
basic sort s), then the portion of proof to be added is 
r, t, =s t, -+ B’[t,,], . . . . t, =’ t, -+ B’[t,l *A 
r, t, =s t, + B’[tl], . . . . t, =’ t, -+ B’Ct,l *A 
(lV, s), str 
r, t, =’ t, + B’Chl =A t1v, sJ, str, 
l-ad 
where t,, . . . . t, are the first n + 1 terms of sort s according to the given 
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Goedel numbering. If B is 3vB’ (where u is a variable of a basic sort s), then 
the portion of proof to be added is 
I-9 B’C~‘l * A t13, sj 
l-ad 
and structural rules, 
where u’ is a variable of sort s not occurring in r=- A. 
The “hypotheses of stage n + 1” and the “distinguished occurrencies of 
formulas” are defined as in (Girard, in press). 
Third part. We can prove that for every ,u, v and for every f~ <a(~, v) 
i.e., that 7~ = (7~~)~ E On is a pre+-proof. The proof is as in (Girard, in 
press): it depends on the fact that the Goedel numbering of the formulas is 
“functorial.” Moreover, it is easy to verify that, since M and AX(Z) are 
recursive set, 7r is recursive. 
Fourth part. If ~1 is an ordinal and Y(d) is a l-R-I-structure for C such 
that 4’ is a B-model with J(On) < ,D and l=$(&*(, Mu AX(Z), then we can 
prove (as in Proposition 2.3.1) that for every sequent r’ 3 A’ in 
7~~ k,;.(.Kj r’- A’, SO that i=lry’(.#, A. 
Fzyth part. Let p be an ordinal number and assume that rrp is not a 
p-*-proof. So, by definition, there is a strictly decreasing infinite sequence 
v-, *AnhE, in 7~~ such that: r, * A,, is *A, and for every n E CO, r, =+ A, 
is an hypothesis of stage n and r,, , *A,,+, is one of the hypotheses of the 
portion of proof added above r, = A,. We put {&$, . . . . en} as the 
distinguished set of ordinal parameters in r, * A,,, and we define 
X = {[y/n E CO, 1 < i < qn]. We prove the following statements, whose proof 
is omitted when it is essentially as in (Girard, in press): 
(a) For every term t of Z(Z)+, there is n E w  such that t occurs in 
I-,, =E- A,, if all the ordinal parameters of t belong to X. 
(b) For every formula B of 9(1)-p, and for every LEO: if B occurs 
in r,, then for every m z n, B occurs in r,, and if B occurs in A, then for 
every m > n, B occurs in A,,,. 
(c) For every formula B of Y(Z)+, there is no HEO such that B 
occurs in r, and in A,,. 
(d) If BEM u AX(C), then there is no LEO such that B occurs 
in A,. 
(e) If B is a formula whose ordinal parameters belong to X, then 
there is n E w  such that B occurs in r, * A,,. Therefore, If BE M u AX(Z), 
then B occurs in r, for some n E CO. 
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(f) Let B E r be an abbreviation for: there is n E CO such that BE r,,. 
Let BE A be an abbreviation for: there is n E w  such that BE A,. The 
following properties hold for formulas whose ordinal parameters belong 
to x: 
(fl) B, AB,E~ iff B,E~ and B,E~ B, AB,EA iff B,cA or 
B,EA 
(f2) B, v B,E~ iff B,E~ or B,E~; B, v B,EA iff B,EA and 
B,EA 
(f3) B,-+B,E~ iff B,EA or B,E~; B,+B,EA iff B,E~ and 
B,EA 
(f4) lB,Eriff B,eA; TB,EA iff B,Er 
(f5) if o is a variable of a basic sort s, 
VuB’[u] E I- iff for every term t of sort s, t 1 t + B’[u/t] E f 
VuB’[u] E A iff for some variable u’ of sort s, u’ 2 u’ A B’[u/u’] E A 
(f6) if u is a variable of a basic sort s, 
3uB’[u] E r iff for some variable v’ of sort s, v’ 4 u’ A B’[v/v’] E r 
3uB’[v] E A iff for every term t of sort s, t z t -+ B’[u/t] E A 
(f7) if CI is a variable of sort On, 
VcrB’[a] E r iffforevery[eX B’[[]E~ 
VcrB’[~l E A iffforsome[eX B’[[)eA 
(f8) if CI is a variable of sort On, 
3ctB’[cr] E r iffforsome[eX B’[[]E~ 
3crB’[ol] E A iff for some [E X B’[[] E A. 
ProoJ The proof of (f l)-(f4) and (f7)-(f8) are in (Girard, in press). 
The proof of (f6) is analogous to the one of (f5). The proof of (f5) is as 
follows. 
Let VuB’[v] E r,, and t a term of sort s. Suppose t be the mth in the 
enumeration of all the terms of sort s, whose ordinal parameters belong to 
{c, . . . . [;“I.>. So, by construction in the second part, there is n’ 2 m > n such 
that the distinguished formula i r,,, =z. A,. is VuB’[u] EJ’,; thus, by the 
construction in the second part, t =’ t -+ B’[ut] E r,,. + 1. 
Let VvB’[v] E A,. By construction, there is man such that the 
distinguished formula in r,,, 3 A,,, is VvB’[v], so that B’[v’] E A,, 1, 
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where u’ is a variable not occurring in r,,, * A,. Thus, by (fl), 
v’ =’ v’ A B’[v/‘v’] E A. 
Let t =B t -+ B’[u/t] E r for every term t of sort s. Suppose-by absur- 
dum-that VuB’[u] $f. Then-by (c) and (e) above-VuB’[u] E A, so 
that-as above-there is a variable u’ of sort s such that u’ =’ u‘ A 
B’[u/u’] E A. Because u’ =.’ u’ is an axiom, u’ =’ u’ E r, so that by (1) above 
B’[u/u’] E A. But from the hypothesis t =’ t + B’[u/t] E r we get, by (3), 
that B’[u/t] E l? contradiction. 
Let u’ =.’ u’ A B’[u/u’] E A for some variable v’ of sort s. Suppose-by 
absurdurn-that VuB’[u] $ A. Then by (c) and (e) above-VuB’[u] E r, so 
that-as proved above-for every term t of sort s t =’ t -+ B’[u/t] EC 
Because the axiom u’ =’ V’E f and u’=~ u’ A B’[u/u’] E A, by (1) 
B’[u/u’] E A. Because u’ =5 u’ E r and u’ =’ u’ + B’[u/u’] E r, by (3) 
B’[u/u’] E l? contradiction. 1 
(g) For every (9; (so, . . . . s,)) E P, if P(t,, . . . . t,) E r then for every 
i < n, ti =si tj E ZY (The proof uses the axiom (E3) and the above listed 
results.) 
The reader is advised to translate all the axioms in terms of “E Y’/,,, A”, 
as in (g). 
Now, we define a p-)L-R-I-structure for 2, 
P-~(JV = (A, k,t.,,, k/t.,,, I.,,.,,) 
by putting: 
- Jl(On)=X 
- for every basic or compound sort s, A(s) = {t/t term of sort s and 
t=“tEr}, 
- if (4; (s)) E F,, then 
if SEA 
otherwise 
(so, in particular, for every 5 < p, A( [) = [); 
- if (4; (s,,, . . . . S,HS) E F,, then k’(d) is the partial function from 
.M(s,)x ... xk(s,) to A’(s) defined by: for every (to, . . . . t,,)E 
Jl(sJ x . . . x Jfqs,), 
JQ4Nh3 ...I t”) 
&to, ..., h), if #(to, . . . . t,) E A!(s); 
12 otherwise 
- if (9; ((so, . . . . s,)) E P,, then A(Y) = {(to, . . . . t,) E A(s,,) x 
‘. x A(s,)/P(to, . ..) t,) E z-3; 
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for every f E P(T(X) x ENV.,, k’(S)), (v,, . . . . v,) E V(C)““, t ET(C), and 
eeENV,; 
- R,,,, is defined by 
R yc.K ,(f, (0, vo, . . . . 0, >, t, e) = Rvuo.. . v, .f (t, e) 
for every fEP(T(L’)x ENV-,, .&Z(S)), (v, vo, . . . . v,) EV(L’)<~, tET(L’) 
and e E ENV”# ; 
--I .Y(,Kj is defined by 
I Y(M,(f, <VP uo, ...> u,), t, e, [) N 1%~~ . . . v, .f (t, e) 
for every f E P(T(Z) x ENV.&, J(S)), (v, vo, . . . . v,) E V(C) <O, t E T(Z), 
eEENV.4, and l<p. 
The following statements hold: 
(I) For every term t of 2’(4!)-p, whose ordinal parameters belong 
to X, and every e E ENV,, if te is the term obtained from t by replacing 
every variable v by e(v), then 
EVALYCW,,(t, e) & .*/ t’. 
Proof By induction on t. Use all the axioms concerning the detined- 
ness, read as assertions of the form “belongs to r”/“belongs to d.” The 
axiom (E3), i.e., the “nonstrict evaluation of terms,” is the ground of N> 
instead of =. 1 
(II) For every formula B, of 2(&)-p, whose ordinal parameters 
belong to X, and every e E ENV,, if B’ is the formula obtained from B by 
replacing every variable v by e(v), then 
Proof: By induction on B. For the case of atomic B, use the statement 
(I) above and the definition of A(9) when 9~ P,, and the result (g) 
above. For the case of non-atomic B, use the results stated under (f) 
above. 1 
Thus, we have a P-S-R-I-structure for 22 @‘(.M), such that 
I= &rj Mu AX(z) 
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(because, if B is a formula of Y(d) and B E M u AX(C), then B E r and 
all ordinal parameters of B belong to X, so that by above l= $(.uj B), but 
(because A has no ordinal parameters and is On-closed and Ed, so that if 
we take e E ENV,, such that e(u) = v for every variable u in A, we obtain 
that not e +$(.KjA). 1 
Clearly, J%? is not a b-model, because &Z(On) is not an ordinal number. 
But, as indicated in (Girard, in press), we can find a structure ,X’ 
isomorphic to 4, in which J’(On) = sup{ </[E X} < p, and therefore 
a &R-I-structure for C 9”(,&‘) isomorphic to Y(d) such that 
b.&.KIM~AW) and not t=ICy,./oA. I 
2.3.3. PROPOSITION (Completeness theorem for the logic of recur- 
sion). Let C be a P-similarty type. Let A be a On-closed formula of 9(C) 
and M be a recursive set of On-closed formulas of U(C): 
M, AX(x) Q* A tff M, AX(Z) k8* A. 
Proof First part. Let M, AX(Z)t- p* A. Let Y(A) be a S-R-I-structure 
over Jll such that J%’ is a b-model and k .$(.uj M u AX(C). Let 
&!(On) = p: since there is p-*-proof of A from M u AX(C), by 
Proposition 2.3.1 we get b $,,#) A. 
Second part. Let M, AX(C) l= B* A. So, by definition, for every ordinal 
p and every h-R-I-structure Y(A) for C such that J? is a P-model with 
&‘(On)<p and ~$(.XjMuAX(C), we have that l=$c.x, A. But then we 
may apply Proposition 2.3.2 and we obtain a recursive fl-*-proof of A from 
Mu AX(C). 1 
2.3.4. COROLLARY. Let C be a j-similarity type. Let t, and t, be terms of 
a basic sort s, without free variables of sort On: 
AX(Z) I-~* tl 2 tz iff AX(C) bfi”’ t, 1 t,. 
Proof Immediate from 2.3.3. m 
2.4. A Solution of Moschovakis’ Question 
2.4.1. PROPOSITION. Let u be a simple recursion signature and K the 
class of all the simple recursion structures of signature o. We find a 1-R-I 
language 8(.X,) extension of REC’(a), a recursive set AX(.Z’:,) of axioms in 
the language 9(X,) and a syntactical concept of proof (the ‘Yecursive 
P-*-proofs”) in the language Y(C,), such that for every basic sort s of o and 
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every pair (tl, t2) of terms of sort s, in the language REC’(o), the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) I6 t= t, =S t2 
(ii) there is a recursive @-proof oft, =’ t, from AX(C,) in 9(-Z’,). 
Proof (i) is equivalent to 
(1) t=&f~ 1- t -St, for every standard k-R-I-structure Y”(A) for C, 
by Proposition 1.7.5. But (i) is equivalent to 
(2) AX(C,) k8’ t, =S t2 by Proposition 2.1.2, 
and, finally, (2) is equivalent to (ii) by 2.3.4. 1 
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